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tereo Images of all descriptions
have started to arrive in
response to our current Assignment. They range from mildly different through out-of-the-ordimq~
and on to strange, leading finally to
the truly bizarre. If all of those
arriving in the last two categorib
would also include dramatic stereo
impact, it would be hard to resist
filling two or three pages with
them. A surprising number of people have produced cleverly stag&
or constructed scenes in truly creative responses to the assignment.
But don't give up if you don't have
the time or energy to turn your
kitchen table into a mini Star Wars
set. Just look through your stereos
for the ones that have made people ask,"Weird, what IS that?" and
weed
the
shots of relatives and send in the
rest.

Not
the Usual
Views

S

current Assignment

"unusual"

To say this covers a wide range
of potential subjects would be an
understatement, to say the least.
What we would like to see are the
stereographs you consider the
most unusual you have ever
taken-& whatever sense of the
word you m y reg& the image,
Abstract light patterns or computer

"Stem Ndr' by Louis B. King of Somc~1k,M4 was titled to reflect the sinister subject
motter of this setfptmit. The 11995 double exposure was done with a modified Revere 33
using Fuji Sensm. The unanswered question is whether this depicts a potent&/ double
homEddeordouMesuWdel
................................................................................................................................................................

images that not you or anyone else
generated images could certainly
is ever likely to be able to record
be among these, but please keep in
again. We're taking a chance on
mind that actual stereographs of
this wide-open category that could
"reality" can be just as unusual,
bring in nearly anything and
given the right circumstances, as
any constructed image.
everything, so if you're uncertain
whether or not a particular image
It can be the subject itself that's
fits, send it in anyway and share
unusual or something about the
StereoPph~
or the P ~ O W P P ~ the
~ ~confusion!
Deadline for the "Unusual"
ptocesses involved. The unusual
assignment is October 25,1995.
aspect can be a spectacular event, a
(Contimrod on pqe 30)
bizarre subject,an unlikely drcumstance, or a humorous situation.
An initial guide
be pidr

.................................................."Ombres ChinoiSesa by / e m
PiemMeklyeofSudbury,
Onbrio, imitates, in 3-0, the
kdrofonddstyks/mdow
pky. BkxkBlodrmed dmwings

Y

:
0
4

=photq.wMa
CrndgMandcopkdogcrin.
SNhouettes were h a t tmnsM on acetate tmnspom
cy paper, mounted on w d
board fmm, and st&
in
f m t d o gmy kKkgmnd.
The wmem and "sky" mwe
stationary fw the I Jerond
exposures on Kodochrome 64
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around that f i r m ' s t a b l e in t h e already p a c k e d
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Covering Atlanta

T

he impressively complex and
successful Atlanta International
3-D Festival '95 nearly doubled
the usual challenges to reporting
presented by ISU Congresses and
NSA Conventions. Describing it as
a stereo 3-ring circus only hints at
the variety and extent of distractions that so delightfully complicated coverage of the event.
On top of everything going On
in Atlanta, my attention Was often
directed toward events back home
in Portland where my daughter
Toshi had gone into labor with her
first child the morning I left for
the Festival. Minutes after settling
into my hotel room, I called the
hospital and was connected to the
birthing room where my wife
Sylvia provided me with a live
account of the lengthy but welltimed birth of a grandson, Devin.
A good portion
conversations I had with old friends for the
next few days was devoted to
explaining the happy reason Sylvia
hadn't accompanied me on this
trip.
All the opinions heard in recent
weeks have been highly positive
concerning the Atlanta 3-D Festi~ a lWe
. felt it
the
most complete coverage we could
provide, even if that meant some
added delay in producing this
issue. (The next two issues are
already in the works to help correct our suffering publication
schedule.)
I wish space and time allowed us
go into even more detail about
Atlanta. Despite the complexit~of
organization and the need for lastminute corrections in schedules,
both those running and those
attending the Festival were overwhelmingly positive and friendly
throughout the nearly week-long
event. Along with everything else
described in our coverage, it was
an occasion to meet an amazing
variety of friendly, creative and fascinating people.

NSA Board Deals With

Growth, ExpensesNames New VP

A number of important decisions were made at the NSA Board
of Directors meeting during the
Atlanta 3-D Festival. Many stem
from the fact that the organization
still depends on a core of volunteers no larger than it started with
21 Years agol while the size of the
group continues to grow far
beyond anything the founders
imagined+NSA President Peter
Palmquist expressed a sense of
unease about the lack of formal
lines of communication, participation by more of the membership,
and recruitment efforts, prompting
discussions on various aspects of
those areas of concern.
The decision to create an official
office of Vice President was finalized with a unanimous vote of
approval for Larry Moor of Atlanta
to fill that post. When Peter
Palmquist's two-year term as NSA
President expires next year, Larry
will move into the position and a
new vice president will be selected
in the same system of progression
long used by the ISU.
The need to simplify and
improve the original membership1
subscription schedule was discussed, with a committee named
to find a solution. This could
involve a more ordinary system of
subscriptions expiring on the
anniversary of one's joining-more
easily understood by commercial
subscription services of potential
help in this area. The main con,ern is to end the delay some new
members currently face bemeen
joining and receiving their first
issue of Stereo World.
With n o central office and no
separate phone number, the NSA
can sometimes seem informal to
the point of existing only on paper
to members uncertain where to
take their questions. (Possible solutions suggested involved upgrading
the existing NSA Information Service and including more information in the masthead.) The prob-

lem was particularly acute just
before the most recent renewal
period, when the organization
came uncomfortably close to a
financial crisis vrior to membership renewals
the new rates,
which should have been raised a
couple of years sooner.
NSA Treasurer David Wheeler
reported that current funds will
cover anticipated expenses for
1995-96, but rumor control was
difficult last year. The problem
couldn't have come at worse time
for those organizing the Atlanta
3-D Festival, who were told to
limit their second round of inserts
in stereo
world, and who cut torners in some areas midway
through planning. (There were, for
instance, no buttons or T-shirts or
Festival banners produced.) Despite
the brief but ill-timed shortage of
NSA funds, Convention Coordinator Mike Griffith and the rest of
the crew of volunteers produced
an unforgettable extravaganza,
which, like most NSA conventions,
ended up bringing in far more
than its expenses. hi^ made it
possible for the organizers to treat
the whole crowd to a free dinner
party via shuttle busses Sunday
evening, which was more fun than
than almost any T-shirt.
Following an inconclusive discussion about which convention
functions, such as banquet meals,
should continue to be partially
subsidized and to what extent, and
how much registration charges
may need to be raised to cover
increasing hotel rates, the topic of
convention siting was covered.
vice president for ~
~
john
~
i
~
Waldsmith reported in detail on
the increasing difficulties in locating facilities large enough to
accommodate growing NSA conventions either in or adjacent to
hotels with reasonable room rates.
The possibility of returning to certain ideal locations on a rotating
basis in different sections of the
country every four or five years
(with the facilities in Fort Wayne

at

(Continued on page 30)
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Quality of Image
VS.

Value of Content

T

his is in response to a recent
letter from Chris Helms,
regarding collecting stereo
images and the role of Stereo World
as a magazine for collectors and
stereo photographers. Mr. Helms
apparently is a stereo photographer and not a collector, and he
encourages you to only publish
images of good photographic quality. For him a stereo collector is a
person who gathers images, many
of them of poor quality, with the
hopes of increased future value.
While this is a valid viewpoint, I
do not think it is representative of
the average stereo photographer,
collector, or reader of Stereo World.
I find most stereo photographers
are also collectors of one kind or
another, led into collecting
because of the uniqueness of
stereoscopic imaging. I consider
myself a typical example. I am primarily a stereo photographer, but I
also collect stereo equipment, literature and images of all different
formats. My collecting interests are
related to my country of origin,
city of residence, professional and
personal interests. While I appreciate the photographic quality in a
stereo image, I understand that the
subject matter, historical value and
rarity, are important too. A fine
stereo image of ancient Greek
ruins does not have the same
appeal or value as less-than-excellent images showing people in
local clothes, occupations, means
of transportation, etc., because the
ruins are still there, while everything else has changed. An image
that features "the exploitation of a
culture or people" does not insult
me because I view it as a valuable
historic document, reflecting a culture that is long gone.
I believe that my situation is
typical of the average stereo photographer and I find that Stereo
World succeeds in covering the
needs of both stereo photographers
and collectors. Please continue to

provide this balance in every
issue...
George A. Themelis
Brecksville, OH

The "balance" doesn't always work out
cleanly in any particular issue, but we
generally manage to come close in the
course of a year. The matter of images
"featuring" cultural exploitation is a tricky
one. As Mr. Themelis observes, many people and cultures would be missing from
the stereo record were it not for the publishers who exploited them by selling
views that often emphasized the more
bizarre (in western eyes) aspects of the cultures involved. The effect on consumers
was probably to reinforce a sense of cultural superiority at the least, but today
those views are part of the historical
process of understanding cultural bias and
ignorance. (Note following letter.)
- Ed.

Slave Views Sought
I am a historian of the United
States researching photographs of
slaves circa 1840-1865. Most of
these are daguerreotypes, tintypes
and ambrotypes taken before the
Civil War or by photographers
accompanying the Union Army.
I believe there are also some
stereograph views. In Charleston,
S.T. Souder produced at least one
view of a plantation scene circa
1860. Seven art museums and
research libraries have stereos by
Souder, but these appear to be
from the 1870s. I should be grateful if any reader of Stereo World has
any information.
Robert Lewis
School of History
University of Birmingham
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 2TT
England, Fax 44-121-414-5636

Anagl h Art as
Nostalgic ecoration?

3

My wife and I recently attended
the Broadway musical revue, Smoky
Joe's Cafe (The Songs of Leiber and
Stoller).The act curtain for this
show was a painted scrim which
looked like a very nice anaglyphic
painting of the steering wheel,
dash, and windshield of a 1950s
Chevy. As I walked in, I was excited to see this and couldn't wait to
find my seat so I could look
through the playbill for a pair of
redlgreen glasses to get the full
effect of the painting.
How surprised I was to discover
that there were n o glasses stuffed
in the program! ...as I looked
about, nobody in the entire theater
was wearing glasses for a better
look at the scrim.
It seems a foolish thing to deliberately paint a curtain in an
anaglyphic manner and then NOT
hand out glasses to view it ....The
result, instead of looking at a
stereo painting, was that we got a
headache looking at the blurry, red
and blue mix of the scrim for
twenty minutes.
To be fair, I have to say that the
radio on the dashboard in the
painting was NOT painted in an
anaglyphic manner, and was highlighted by a front or back light.
The intent, of course, to remind
the audience that this was all popular music on the radio in the 50s.
Still, the painting could have been
flat and had the same effect. Why
give the audience a headache
before the show? Why tease a
stereo fan and not give him glasses?
Daniel Munson
Canyon Country, C A m

Lost & Found Department
FIound at t:he Milwilukee (!?!)
turned in
.
. .
at the Atlanta Festival: A boxed
set and a group of mi
neous stereoviews. Tc) claim,
send a description to the NSA,
-I---..
PO Box 14801, Colun~vus.
un
432

NSA. convent:ion and

n . r

comments or questions for the
rcerning any stereo-relate~dmatter
appearing I(or missing) in the pages of Stereo
.rn , r r r ; t n
I
,, cv ,",,,,
,,,nonnic
,, ,, Stereo
World, pie&,,
World Editorial Office, 5
Ave.,
Portland, OR 97206.
D
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he Wilson House Unknown,
which appeared at the top of
page 33 in the July/Aug. '94
issue, has been identified by Herb
Richardson. This hotel stood in

North Adams, MA, and Herb
believes that it was destroyed by
fire shortly after 1910.
The two western views shown
on page 16 of the Jan./Feb. '95

issue have been identified by Bill
Lee as being from the Ringham
Canyon copper mine area in Utah.
Incidentally, the Ringham Canyon
open pit is still in operation. It is a
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National Historic Landmark and
has a viewing overlook open to the
public. If you are ever in the Salt
Lake City area it's worth a visit.
Our first two Unknowns this time
come from William Wilt. One is a
Liberty Brand view, New Education
Series, and shows a large city, possible in Europe. Look familiar? The
other may be a homemade view of
a parade in a frontier town, led by
a band and a group of ladies
dressed in white.

The third Unknown is from
John Waldsmith; a green card by
Albert Siebert of Washington, D.C.
A group of well fed citizens pose in
front of the ivy-covered wall of a
stone building. They sport an
eclectic variety of hats. Recognize
anyone famous?
Lastly, we feature Larry
Rochette's gray card view of a
watery used car lot, located at 145
Pleasant, at John J. Bell's Farmers
Market. ("WE SELL YOUR CAR. NO
SALE, NO CHARGE. PARKING 254 PER

DAY.") In the background, Rlais &
Aubin Co. advertise Daniel Webster flour.
oing crazy guessing the who, what or
where of unidentified views in your collection? Get help from the entire NSA membership by sending views to The Unknowns,
5880 London Dr., Traverse City, MI 49684
with return postage. Even views with printed
titles from major publishers can sometimes
fail to identify some aspect of the subject.
(Unusual subjects or interesting street scenes
are more likely to be printed here than generic houses or pastures.) Send information on
subjects you recognize to the same address.

C
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NSA & ISUJoin Forces for

Atlanta
International

3-D Festival

by John Dennis

urpassing even the more optimistic expectations, Atlanta
International 3-D Festival '95
provided a lavish and busy playground for devotees of nearly
every stereo imaging system or
concept that did, does, will or
could exist. The combined 21st
National Stereoscopic Association
Convention and 10th International
Stereoscopic Union Congress drew
over 700 people from 16 countries,
filling the Stouffer Waverly Hotel
with a week of more 3-D viewing,
talking, buying, selling, networking, schmoozing, learning and
playing than anyone could
remember experiencing in one
place.
The Festival's June 27 -July 3 run
allowed far more time for roomhopping than the usual NSA convention, and some stereographica
dealers turned their hotel rooms
into thriving shops open at all
hours and crammed with stereo
images and equipment. This was a
new experience for many ISU
members from Europe who were
also treated to the sensory overload of the Festival's 143 table
Trade Fair on Saturday and Sunday.

S

Cynthia Morton and Ron Labbe kept the brief gaps between shows in the Stereo Theater
from getting the least bit dull. Ail stereos by the author except as noted.

Stereo Theater Highlights
Following a 6 PM reception, the
Festival was officially opened Tuesday evening with welcoming
remarks by ISU President A1 Sieg,
NSA Convention Coordinator Mike
Griffith and ISU Coordinator Lee
Pratt. Reuresenting the local suonsoring organization, the Atlanta
Stereographic Association, Cynthia
Morton introduced the individual
stereo projection shows and filled
the minutes between shows with a
charm and wit that carried everything smoothly through the usual
technical delays. It quickly became
apparent that, as promised, Atlanta
was to be much more informal
than any previous ISU congress
when her request for a spotlight
on the podium was answered by
Stereo Theater co-director Ron
Labbe. He rushed to her side with
a flashlight and and pointed it at
her face for the rest of her opening
comments.

After introducing his "Adventures in 3-0" Stereo Theater show, Marvin losephson fumbled
the slide tray he had been holding, dumping the contents all over the floor. After a few
gestures of resigned frustration from the presenter and a few seconds of gasps from some
in the audience, the realization that it was all an act spread over the room well before the
show started-minus one tray of blank slides.

w

From that point on, the "Cynthia & Ron Show" filled most of
the projection gaps with back-andforth banter between the podium
and the projection stand or with
more physical gags at the front of
the room. Following one particularly slow-moving scenic show sent
in by a non-attending presenter,
Ron stood up and remarked on the
obvious lack of juried selection for
ISU programs. When he launched
into a more direct criticism of the
show itself, Cynthia jumped to the
microphone to halt this sudden
breech of southern hospitality and
ISU etiquette, knocking Ron off the

NSA President Peter Palmquist

opened the day's activities in the
Stereo Theater Friday morning.

..................................................................
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This study of heavy machinery is just one of the images that quickly dissolved Into lnterac.
tions with everything from dogs to railroads and highways in Ion Golden's "Explorations
of the Third Dimension" show in the Stereo Theater.

platform to the floor in an artful
pratfall worthy of Saturday Night
Live. The routine probably communicated the need for quicker
paced, shorter shows more effectively than any number of letters
or articles in Stereoscopy or
Stereo World.
NSA Program Director Larry
Moor & ISU Program Director Ron
Labbe oversaw the presentation of
48 stereo projection shows (totaling about 17 hours) with the help
of projectionists Rob Rrackett, Bill
Duggan, Jim Roy, David Starkman
and others who worked with specific shows. Several 2x2 projectors,
a Brackett Dissolver and an RUT
projector handled every standard
stereo format, with specialized projectors filling in for shows in other
formats. Despite a wild variety of
image formats and projector/sound
synch requirements, most of the
shows ran smoothly with fewer
than the usual number of false
starts or equipment substitutions.
One of the few problems was
quickly noticed when a couple of
2x2 shows included vertical slides
which spilled over the top and bottom of the wide (7 x 21 feet) NSA
screen.
CITY OF GAUDI by Donald Wratten

The famou5 magician Svengali appeared in one of the rare v~ewsin "Atlanta Cotton States
Exposition" by Mike Criffith. Besides being one of the most well researched presentations in
the Stereo Theater, many views from it appeared in an article in the Festival program, on
display in an Invited Exhibit, and on reel C of the Festival View-Master packet, reproduced
here. Never before has a local history tie-in been so well covered at an NSA convention or
an ISU congress.

...................................................................................................................................................................

The scaffold~ng-styleprolect~onplatform ln the Stereo Theater was quickly dubbed the
"monkey bars" and a certain amount of agil~ty,as shown here by Ron Labbe, was
required to access the fronts or backs of the stacked projectors.

illustrated the unique work of Spanish architect Antonio Gaudi. The
stereos covered Gaudi's structures
using a variety of dramatic angles
from inside and out and near and far,
concluding with his famous unfinished cathedral in Barcelona.
3-B IN 3-D: SCENES OF COSTA RICA by

gas distribution headquarters ouilaing. The soaring, stylish architecture
was skillfully and thoughtfully stereographed, and a pleasant little scenic
show ended as an instructive example of how modern architectural interiors can be presented in 3-D.

FISH EYES by Hideyuki Asakura

plunged the room beneath the sea
with some impressive, full-frame,
underwater stereo work taken with a
custom made rig. A good percentage
of the shots were taken with natural
light, preserving the colors and mood
of an actual underwater experience.
Others used flash to reveal the wild
colors and details available in underwater 3-D close-ups. As well as bringing along their underwater camera
and housing, stereographer Asakura
and his associate Masaki Tokuyama
brought several copies of their recently published Fisll Eyes book which
quickly sold out following the projection. It features large format, full
color stereo pairs of many of the
views seen in the show but is normally (so far) available only in Japan.
GET IN TOUCH WITH THE DUTCH by
several members of the Stereo Club of
the Netherlands was the official invitation to the 1997 ISU Congress,
scheduled for May 21 to 26 near
Kerkrade at Rolduc Abbey. The show
included several stunning views of
the countryside of southern Holland
in the province of Limburg as well as
stereos, inside and out, of the
monastery (now an international
congress center) where the Congress
will be held.

"Spinners" dance at a
Grateful Dead concert, some attaining a
naturally altered state
of consciousness.
Others were members
of a Mendocino, CA
sect devoted to following the Dead and
holding Sufi-like spinning ceremonies on
their communal farm.
From "Inside A Grateful Dead Concert" by
Franklin Flocks.

THE ARTISTRY OF H.H. BENNETT by
Tim & Karen White was literally the
centerpiece show at last year's NSA

convention, and proved just as popular in front of an international audience in Atlanta. (See SW Vol. 21 No.
3 pages 4 and 6.) Twenty more
images of Bennett's stereo coverage of
19th century Wisconsin have been
added to the show, making this one
of the most comprehensive presentations on the work of any single stereographer.
EXPLORATIONS OF THE THIRD DIMENSION by Jon Golden dissolved and

combined multiple images on the
screen, resulting in interesting
dimensional interactions and some
strange interpretations of both
abstract and concrete images.
BEHIND THE SCENES ... THE LIFE A N D
TIMES OF A PROFESSIONAL 3 - 0 PHOTOGRAPHER by David Rurder provid-

ed a rare look at one of Burder's
many professional stereo assignments-this one one for an upcoming View-Master reel set involving
photography on a very crowded and
busy movie set. No NSA convention
or ISU congress would seem complete
without the inclusion of the latest
from the most famous and prolific
stereographer on the planet, but this
candid description of what 3-D work

at its most "glamorous" level is actually like was especially fascinating.
ADVENTURES IN 3 - 0 by Marvin
Josephson was one of the most well
received shows of the Festival. Its fast
paced, 2x2 nature sequences set to
music featured a dramatic sense of
stereo impact that obviously involved
considerable patience and physical
effort by the stereographer in combination with his photographic skills.
No stranger to taking risks in search
of great images, this is the same Marvin Josephson who attached a pair of
synchronized SLRs to the top of a helmet and raced off on his motorcycle
to shoot the stereos seen in his article
in SW Vol. 14 No. 5 page 30.
SIM STEREO MICROGRAPHS by William
Wergin treated the audience to plant
and animal cells, pathogens, insects,
etc. in stereos at anywhere from 50 to
4 0 , 0 0 0 ~magnification. Dr. Wergin is
a cell biologist at the USDA Electron
Microscopy Lab in Beltsville, MD, and
is quite able to name and explain the
various subjects being imaged via the
electron beam. The final sequence in
the show featured minute details of
the crystalline structure of snowflakes
part of a new research project in
which stereo microscopy has revealed
new information about the formation
of snow under various conditions.

Demonstrating his sound trigger equipment for high-speed stereography, Franklin Flocks
pops a balloon (caught here as a flying fragment) prior to his popular "High Speed Stereo"
projection show.

.................................................................................................................................................................

Southern Wisconsin family and homestead, Andrew L. Dahl photographer. The State Historical Society of Wisconsin (WHI) D3 1-494. This was one of the Dahl views of the state's
early settlers assembled by Tim and Karen White for their show "Through the Stereoscope
in Southern Wisconsin."
CLASSICS OF THE SILENT SCREEN IN
3-D by Chris Perry featured vintage

Hollywood scenes including silent
movie stars and movie sets. Included
were 35 stereo images discovered in
Cecil B. DeMille's desk covering some
of his early '20s films.
ATLANTA COTTON STATES EXPOSITION

by Mike Griffith presented views of
the 1895 exposition that ran for
three months in Atlanta. A good
number of fascinating interior views
were included in this very well
researched show, which was backed
up by an article in the Festival Program book. Some of the original
views could be seen on display
among the exhibits along one wall of
the Trade Fair, and seven of the best
views are reproduced on one reel of
the three-reel Atlanta Ititemational
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3-0 Festival '95 View-Master packet,
available through the Stereo World

Back Issue Service.
GRAND CANYON by Brad Ashbrook

took viewers from the rim down to
the floor of the canyon for a closer
than usual look at the rock formations and seldom shown human
structures there. The subject matter
was technically "scenic" but the
treatment was anything but slow or
stale. Stunning hyperstereos alternated with tight close-ups of detail at a
nearly rock-video pace, the average
screen time for the 2x2 images being
about four seconds! More stereos
were packed into this 15 minute
show than many longer ones without
once losing audience interest. This
one may even have moved along too

elaborate costumes and festivities surrounding Grateful Dead appearances.
Shot under a variety of lighting conditions and in some very crowded situations, the stereos (accompanied by
the appropriate music) nicely documented much of this unique American phenomenon that at once
recalled, preserved, stylized and distorted the elusive mood and promise
of the '60s. The Concert show followed the first ISU showing of Flocks'
now famous "High Speed Stereo"
demonstration and slides of air and
water balloons being popped. (see SW
Vol. 19 No. 3 page 36).
MINNESOTA by Manley & Lois Koehler
filled the wide NSA screen with
panoramic scenes of Minnesota,
stereographed and projected using
widescreen anamorphic lenses.
Unlike simply pairing up wide angle
lenses, this technique loses none of
the depth inherent in a scene but
requires perfect alignment of very
expensive lenses-and of course the
combined experience and skills
demonstrated by the Koehlers in
both this and their also shown "3-D
Extravaganza." The widescreen snow
and ice scenes were particularly
refreshing to an audience well aware
of the hot, humid Atlanta weather
waiting outside the building.
THROUGH THE STEREOSCOPE IN
SOUTHERN WISCONSIN by Tim &

Karen White brought the work of
another Wisconsin stereographer to
life on the screen-in this case
Andrew L. Dahl. Less famous and
prolific than H.H. Bennett, Dahl concentrated on the early rural and city
settlers of southern Wisconsin in the
1870s. Many of his views show families gathered in front of homes or
farms and were probably never
intended for wide distribution or sale.
Using folk music keyed perfectly to
the subject matter, the show evoked a
family album mood-almost a 3-D
Prairie Home Companion sequence
devoted to these mothers, fathers,
children, aunts and uncles posing
proudly with their animals, farms
and homes.
UTAH'S GOBLIN VALLEY by Phyllis
Maslin explored that amazing region
of naturally sculpted rock formations.
The dramatic stereos took full advan-

tage of lighting and size variations to
emphasize the bizarre shapes, which
look like concepts rejected by a fantasy theme park as too unlikely. This
was another show exhibiting the
kind of attention to editing and pacing that may inspire and instruct
other presenters.
COMMERCIAL TWELVE-PROJECTOR 3 - 0

by Simon Bell demonstrated what
can be done when sophisticated, professional audio-visual techniques are
combined with stereoscopy. The
series of short presentations done for
corporate promotions often filled the
entire wide screen with multiple, mirrored, or elaborately framed stereos
combining computer generated
images and text or logos with photographic scenes and some animation
effects. While slick productions like
this would amount to overkill for
many stereo projection programs, it
was quite possibly a taste of how
high-definition, 3-D TV commercials
could someday look.
HAROLD LLOYD by Peter Langs projected the images published as stereo
pairs in the 1992 book 3 - 0 HOLLY-

Bizarre rock formations in "Utah's Goblin Valley" by Phyllis Maslin impressed the Stereo
Theater audience with the help of close-ups, medium shots, and hypers in both 2x2 and
Realist formats. She describes Goblin Valley as being "like an animated sculpture garden
caught in freeze-frame."

..................................................................................................................................................................

WOOD-Photo,praphs by Harold Lloyd

edited by Suzanne Lloyd Hayes.
ESSAYS IN 3 - 0 by Bob Leonard enabled
those who enjoyed the Stereo World
articles (Vol. 21 No. 1) Stereographing
the '92 Winter games and The Chateau
Vaux-le-Vicomte to see the original
full-frame stereos projected, along
with additional images of these subjects and views of Conflans, St.
Denis, and an automobile museum.
WILDLIFE IN NORTH AMERICA by Paul
Milligan presented the finest work of
members of the PSA Nature Circuit.
Included were some astounding
macro and close-up stereos of moths,
butterflies, spiders, reptiles, amphibians, birds, marine animals, foxes,
bears, wildcats, etc.
STEREO CLUB FRANCAISE was an
impressive collection of the best work
by members of the French club.
MOROCCO, LAND AND PEOPLE by
Oliver Cahen covered the people,
cities, country and desert of Morocco.
SISSINGHURST-PORTRAIT OF A GARDEN by Donald Wratten examined in

detail the design and flowers of one
of the most famous English gardens.
FRIBOURG, A CANTON OF SWITZERLAND by Jorg M. Riedi illustrated the

folklore of Fribourg and the famous
cheese village of Gruyeres.
THE RIVER REUSS by Stephen O'Neil
followed the River Reuss from its
source as a trickle in central Switzerland past farms and towns to Brugg
in the north.

One of the close views from "Utah's Goblin Valley" by Phyllis Maslin. Located in the Glen
Canyon National Recreation Area, the valley includes rocks tall and short, alone and in
packed groups standing like goblin choirs. Some of the latter were well documented in 2x2
hyperstereos.
NOBLE ART OF ORANGE PEELING by

Eric Kirschrer was only one minute
long, but no one who has seen it will
ever again look at a navel orange in
the same way.
BEYOND THE THIRD DIMENSION by
Stan White as usual brought laughter
from those seeing his gems of tabletop humor for the first time as well as
from those seeing them for the 7th or
8th time.
PORTRAIT OF BRITAIN compiled the
work of 55 members of the Stereoscopic Society as part of the celebration of its 100th anniversary at the
1994 ISU Congress in Eastbourne.
NORWAY by Peter Schnehagen covered
Norway's natural beauty from Oslo to
the Lofot Islands.
1939 WORLDS FAIR by Chris Perry
toured the fair via stereoviews,
including interior scenes and closeups of exhibits.

POSING, LIGHTING, PROPS FOR
STEREO FIGURE PHOTOGRAPHY by

Barrie H . Bieler illustrated techniques
of posing and lighting nudes, especially for stereography using the Realist.
THE RAY ZONE SHOW by Ray Zone
illustrated the history of 3-D drawing
in advertising and entertainment
from the 19th century to his own
recent promotional and comic book
3-D conversion work.
MICHIGAN MAGIC by the Detroit
Stereo Society presented a wide variety of stereo techniques used in stereographing Michigan by members of
that very active club.
THE EYES HAVE IT by Ron Labbe was a
fast-moving show about stereo vision
and photography that remains popular even with those who have seen it
at other conventions. The show is
scheduled soon for the Imaginarium
in Ft. Meyers, FL.

either side of it, the Festival
became an invigorating 3-D threering circus through Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. There were
times when just squeezing into the
busier of the demonstration rooms
was a challenge, and a "hands-on"
trial of some of the interactive systems could involve a wait in line.
3DMAKERr"had one of the most popu-

There was almost always an eager crowd around the demonstration of 3DMAKER
anaglyphic software from Synthonics Inc. Festival attendees watch as the placement of an
image within the stereo window is manipulated using the program.

................................................................................................................................................................

Games included on the 3 - 0 MAX software from Kasan Electronics Ltd. in the demonstration
room easily held the expert attention of several of the kids attending the Festival.
MODERN WORK by Otto Walasek alter-

SHOW & TELL allowed people to pro-

nated between dramatic scenics of
western national parks and figure
studies done both in studios and outdoors.
LIGHT CONVERSATIONS by Warren
Callahan was a series of beautiful
abstract light-streak images set to an
exuberant piece of electronic music.

ject a few examples of their own
work without the requirement of producing a polished show.
WORKING FOR PEANUTS featured stills
from the Disney 3-D animated cartoon timed for projection with the
full soundtrack.
SALLY RANDS NUDE RANCH revealed
one of the stranger attractions of the
1939-40 Golden Gate Exposition in
San Francisco through images on the
very collectible Tru-Vue filmstrip. In
keeping with the "western" theme,
the soundtrack consisted of the Roy
RogersIDale Evans theme "Happy
Trails to You" to which Ron Labbe
urged the audience to sing along.

CLOSE-UPS OF CRYSTALS &MINERALS

by Barrie H. Rieler took viewers inside
the walls of crystals via stereo pairs
made with a shift bar and rocking
stage.
3 - 0 ABSTRACT 111 by John Baird
expanded on his popular light-painting show seen at the 1994 NSA Convention in Milwaukee.
SHOWCASE 1993 by Clark Brown
included a variety of 2 x 2 scenic
stereos.
TEN YEARS OF ISU assembled by Bill
Duggan looked back over past ISU
congresses with slides provided by a
number of members.
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Demonstration Showrooms
With projections continuing in
the Stereo Theater and demonstrations of stereo equipment and/or
systems by fifteen companies or
individuals going on in rooms on

lar demonstrations, displaying features of this new computer software
from Synthonics. Starting with image
pairs scanned onto a photoCD and
loaded into a PC with CD-ROM, the
program converts the pairs to easily
viewed anaglyphs. Window placement of the image can be manipulated for the best effect, and problem
colors can be controlled to avoid conflicts with the anaglyphic glasses. (See
SW Vol. 21 No. 6 page 19.)
Note: 3DMAKER was available at
the Festival at a show price of $30
instead of the regular $69.95 retail
price. Unfortunately, the supplier
shipped an older, slower version in
the rush to prepare for the show. Synthonics has offered to replace the
software purchased at the Festival
with the new (2.OC) version. Purchasers need only call Synthonics at
(818) 707-6000 or (800) 497-0787
with their serial number and address
for a free replacement. In addition,
those who were at the Festival but
didn't buy 3DMAKER may do so
before Oct. 31, 1995 at the show
price of $30 plus $10 shipping.
Svntl~onics,3 1.368 Vin Colirlns #106,
Westlnke VillnSr,CA 91362.

FED CAMERAS AND PROJECTORS drew

considerable attention at the table
shared by Hewes & Kagan Imports
and Rocky Mountain Memories. The
latest version of the camera, the FED
BOY, as well as the SKF-1 Reamsplitter
set were available to inspect, but the
custom modified version of the FED
projector seemed to be the center of
attention. With replaced transformer,
fan motor, lamps and polarizers, the
projector (with its 3-inch fl2.8 lenses)
is practical for home use or medium
size rooms. A sample remained on
through most of the hours the
demonstration room was open without overheating or blowing a lamp.
The FEDIHK-FCS 300 is priced at
$379.00 plus shipping, but quantities
are limited as each conversion is
done by hand.
Haves h K o , ~ n29
, W 168 Lnkeside Dr.,
Nnpewille, IL 60564, (708) 904-2460 or
Rocky Morrntoin Memories, 2200 Creststone Court, Fort Collir~s,CO 80525,
(303) 223-2097.

CHROMADEPTIT" has progressed far

beyond laser lightshows in Chromatek's exploitation of the chromostereopsis effect to market 3-D
images based purely on color shifting. (See SW Vol. 20 No. 1 page 34.)
A special demonstration of animated
computer graphics using the system
was shown in the Stereo Theater,
with everyone being given a pair of
ChromaDepth glasses. In that show,
as well as on a computer screen in
the demonstration room, it was
intriguing to watch the colors of
every part of the images change as
objects or abstract patterns moved
from plane to plane in 3-D.
While the strong, pure colors of
computer screens and laser lightshows work the best, the printed
page hasn't been ignored. Done with
more careful attention to color placement than in the recent "Valiant
Vision"comic books, a successful promotion by Wendy's in their Kid's
Meals just finished with a series of
five 3-0 Color Classics comics, each
with a pair of Chromadepth glasses.
New "High Definition" glasses use
the micro-optic screen in front of
only the left eye, leaving the right
eye to see a normal, sharp image to
preserve object edges and text. The
difference is truly amazing, and anyone feeling a need of more depth
than the glasses provide need only
add a second pair over the first to
double the effect while preserving the
vastly improved definition. Chromatek is also developing ChromaDepth 3-D coloring modules for
automatic rendering of 3-D computer
modeling programs into ChromaDepth 3-D images.
Chromatek Inc., 11450-F N. F~rlton
Indrrstrial Rlvd., Alpharetta, GA 30201,
(404) 772-9852.
3 0 MAX was hard to miss on the

largest computer screen in the room,
in a demonstration by Kasan Electronics Ltd. of their PC stereographic
system using LCD glasses and their
ASIC 3-D video graphics chip. The
unit, which sells for under $200,
includes the 3D Max card, external
VGA connection cable, one pair of
glasses, three smoke filters, and one
CD ROM containing utility tool and
3-D bios, two games, and a variety of
3-D images from animals to sports
and landscapes. The system is
presently being marketed only in
Korea, but details are being worked
out for U.S. distribution.
Kasan Electronics Ltd., Charlie Shin,
Oveneas M0rketin.q Dept., Risan RIdg.,
1050, Rican Doncq,An Yan;y, 430-050,
Korea. Fax 82-343-86-7205.

Despite some glare from lights and displays in the demonstration room, the holographic
portraits from Laser Reflections attracted a lot of attention. This minutely detailed image
was done in green.

Standing behind his rear-illuminated, life-size hologram of Dizzy Cillespie, Holographer
Mark Diamond uses a flashlight to put himself into the scene. Parts of the Waverly's atrium
balcony ore reflected on the larqe holoqram's flexible surface.

3-0 TV CORPORATION also provided

LCD shuttering glasses for a demonstration of their VR Interface hardware, stereoscopic imaging software,
and 3-D movie videos.
3 - 0 TV Corporation, PO Box Q, San
Rafael, CA 94913, (415) 479-3516.
THE 3 - 0 ZONE was represented by Ray

Zone demonstrating his interactive,
anaglyphic 3-D CD ROM. A click on
one of the many on-screen subject
areas brings you historical information and classic 19th century stereoviews, recent stereography, material
on 3-D drawing or computer graphics, etc.
The 3 - 0 Zone, PO Box 741 159, Los
Angeles, CA 90004, (213) 662-3831,
STEREOSCOPIC COMPUTER/VIDEO
ANIMATION by Dr. Bill Harrell and

Ray Bolt demonstrated separate stereo
pairs, rendered and assembled into a
field-sequential video viewed with

LCD glasses. On a separate monitor,
anaglyphic wire frame animation was
shown, as well as photographic pairs
which had been digitized and converted to color anaglyphs. Ray Bolt's
3-D video (made with twin genlocked, variable base, video cameras
fed through a multiplexer to create
field-sequential 3-D video) was also
shown on the monitor equipped with
LCD glasses.
Ray Rolt, 746 Commerce Drive, A1exor1der City, AL 35010.
LASER REFLECTIONS displayed their

holographic portraiture with three
stunning white-light holograms-two
close-up portraits and one nude. Each
large image was in a single color with
n o rainbow effect, and each graphically illustrated the ability of the
firm's "nsLooks" doubled-neodymium pulsed laser system to capture
fine detail in eerily realistic 3-D.

STEREO TRADING CARD VIEWERS
from the x M Corporation were intro-

Tim Huddle views some post card reproductions of the displayed stereo paintings by Abraham Fagenson in the demonstration room.

duced to the Festival's audience of
experienced 3-D enthusiasts, who
were asked to fill out a questionnaire
rating the viewer and suggesting 3-D
subjects for the cards. The small mirror viewers turn the Wheatstone concept inside-out, and will target the
younger end of the market when
introduced to the general public.
HOLOGRAPHER MARK DIAMOND set
up, just outside the demonstration
room, a large (3 x 4 foot?) animated,
white-light hologram of Dizzy Gillespie smiling and playing. The bright,
rear-illuminated image consistently
grabbed your attention with its
arresting 3-D and animation effects
no matter how many times you
walked by. With 20 years experience
in the art, Diamond specializes in
producing animated holograms in his
Florida lab.
Mark Diamond, PO Box 1701, Cocomrt
Grove, FL 33133, (305) 323-8406.

SPACIAL VISIONS by Abraham Fagen-

son proved that not all the newest
3-D images are computer generated.
His bright, hand painted pairs of
abstract, colorful patterns drew as
much attention as many of the electronic pictures flitting across the
screens surrounding his very non-digital creations.
Abraham Fa<~enson,11974 Salem Dr.,
Granada Hills, CA 91344, (818 ) 3607974.

THE 3 - 0 WEB, part of the Internet's

Lucia Kuntz brings a Stereo World cover to the screen of a computer linked to the "3-D
WEB" on the Internet's Worldwide Web in the demonstration room. The ISU, NSA, Stereoscopic Society and other organizations are included among the information pages, commercial catalogs and 3-0 Gallery included in this web site.

While the images are monochrome
(any pure color from red to blue is
available) they maintain full, sharp
detail from any viewing angle with
all but the back of the subject's head
being recorded.
Starting in 1990 under the name
Positive Light Holographies, Laser
Reflections is a holographic portrait
studio also offering custom images
for applications like fine art,
nature/anthropological archiving,
point of purchase displays and educational exhibits. Like a large format,
19th century portrait studio, they
work only from real subjects (not
from photos, videos or computer
files) and are limited to subjects similar in volume to an adult human
torso. As with early hand-tinted
daguerreotypes, these images are not
cheap-with portraits starting at
$1,500 (12 x 16" on glass) in addition

to studio fees. Volume reproductions
on photopolymer film can get down
to $30 a sq. foot following the initial
image and set-up charges.
Laser Reflections, 25 North 2nd St., San
lose, CA 95 113, (408) 292-7484.

VREX INC. brought their micropolar-

ized overhead projection panel and
ran some video and animated computer shows via an ordinary overhead
projector, both in the Stereo Theater
and in the second demonstration
room. The system, which alternately
polarizes video or computer stereo
images on a line-by-line basis,
enables groups to view them on a
large screen through ordinary polarizing glasses. (See sw ~ 0 1 . 2 0NOTI page
22.)
VRex, Inc., 8 Skyline Dr., Hawthorne, NY
10532.

Worldwide Web, was demonstrated
on a computer where anyone interested could access commercial 3-D
equipment catalogs, information on
organizations like the ISU or NSA, fact
pages on stereo cameras, covers and
contents pages from recent issues of
Stereo World, or images in a 3-D
Gallery. 3-D Web manager Bob
Mannle was generally on hand to
help and explain how it all works.
For those with access to the Internet,
the URL for the 3-D Web site is
http://www.tisco.com/3d-web.index.html
Rob Mannle, New Vision Technology, 653
Hutchison St., Vista, CA 92084, (619)
941-5500.

Awards
NSA President Peter Palmquist
handed out the annual awards at a
special Awards Breakfast held early
Sunday morning to avoid overloading the ISUINSA Banquet &
Program Saturday night.
THE WILLIAM C . DARRAH FELLOW
AWARD for Distinguished Scholarship

in and Extraordinary Knowledge of
Stereoscopy went to both Susan Pinsky and David Starkman.

THE ROBERT M. WALDSMITH AWARD

for Meritorious Service and Extraordinary Contribution of Time and Effort
went to Gordon D.Hoffman.
THE EDWARD B. BERKOWITZ AWARD

for the Outstand~ngHistorical Article
in a Recent Issue of Stereo World went
to Norman B. Patterson for "Beaches,
Belles & Rathing Costumes" in Vol.
21 No. 4.
THE LOU SMAUS AWARD for the Best
Article on Modern Stereoscopy In a
Recent Issue of Stereo World went to
Robert J. Leonard and Ronald J.
Leonard for "Stereographing the '92
Winter Games" in Vol. 21 No. 1.
THE PAUL WING STEREO THEATER
AWARD for the best stereo projection
presentation went to Manley & Lois

Paul Wlng provides tlps on stereovlew mountlng to an enthuslast~cnew stereographer at a
table ~nthe Garden Court.

..................................................................................................................................................................

Koehler for their widescreen shows
"3-D Extravaganza" and "Minnesota."

Noting the larger number of
shows from which to choose at
this International Festival (and the
extremely close voting), the judges
decided to recognize the 2nd and
3rd place selections this year. "3-B
in 3-D: Scenes of Costa Rica" by
Gerlich Gunther was 2nd and
"Grand Canyon" by Brad Ashbrook was 3rd. As well as thanking
all the presenters for sharing the
fine results of their intensive
efforts, the judges wanted to give
very special thanks to Simon Bell
for bringing his astounding show
"Commercial 12-Projector 3-D"
and demonstrating just how far
commercial AV production has
come in 3-D.
Two special awards for this year
were also announced. One went to
Dan Dyckman and says, in part:
"Little did anyone realize that your
seminal two-page article 'Single
Image Random Dot Stereogramsf
in Stereo World, MayIJune 1990,
would serve to stimulate and
inspire computer graphics artists
and 3-D enthusiasts to experiment
with autostereograms all over the
world." It also mentions the number of books and other images
published and the general enthusiasm for 3-D generated as a result of
his contribution.
The other special award went to
T.K. Treadwell and says: "The
members of the National Stereoscopic Association join with the
president, officers and directors to
extend to Mr. Tex Treadwell their
profound admiration and heartiest
congratulations for his careful
scholarship and seemingly unlimit-

A winner with her first entries in the Competitive Exhibits, Lynn Marie Mitchell checks out
her Best of Category "Northern Michigan Mining Industry" entry.

ed energy in completing and publishing the two-volume encyclopedia Stereographers of the World.
Every year we are deeper in debt to
Tex Treadwell for his sustaining
and diverse efforts in the field of
stereoscopy. Thank you so much,
Tex, and keep up the good works."

Competitive Exhibits
The Exhibits were set up in a
long, straight line of boards along
one wall of the Trade Fair in the
hotel's large ballroom. This had
the advantage of making them
easy to notice and gave the impression of a truly massive selection of
views to be seen. Just as happened
last year in Milwaukee, the local
stamp collectors club canceled the
arrangement for the use of their
glass display frames at the last
minute, making it necessary to
quickly locate simple wooden
boards on which to mount the
entries. It was the exceptionally
fine views that people wanted to

see anyway, and only the relatively
low light level in the ballroom
slightly dampened people's enjoyment of this long wall of stereo
gems.

Salon A
AMERICAN PORTRAITS IN STEREO by

Leonard A. Walle received the President's Choice Award as well as Best of
Category for "Quality of Life."
WESTERN AMERICAN PERSONALITIES

by Leonard Walle won Best in Show
as well as Best of Category for "Views
of Famous People."
ARIZONA/NEW MEXICO INDIANS BY
BEN WITTICK by Tim & Monica

Mclntyre won Best of Category for
"Views of a City, State or Region."
FAR NORTHWEST RRIDGES by John L.
Baker won Rest of Category for
"Transportation."
INDIAN VIEWS BY B.F. CHILDS by Lynn
Marie Mitchell won Best of Category
for "Ethnic and Racial."
THERE'S GOLD IN THEM THAR HILLS

by George Polakoff won Rest of Category for "Historic Events."
STEREO W R I B Mayllunr 1995
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inal views from which images were
reproduced for the Stereo Theater
show, the Program article, and the
Festival three-reel View-Master set.
ATLANTA THEN & NOW by Larry Moor
and Michael Griffith featured the
views seen in the recent Stereo World
article of the same name.
THE CIVIL WAR IN ATLANTA, 1865 by
Michael Griffith.
THAILAND TODAY by Richard Twichell.

Convention Coord~natorMike Griffith
at the Saturday evening ISU/NSA
Southern Buffet Banquet & Program.
NORTHERN MICHIGAN MINING INDUSTRY by Lynn Marie Mitchell won
Rest of Category for "Occupational."
TWO POINTS OF VIEW by Leonard A.
Walle won Best of Category for the
"Open" category.

Salon B
DONE WITH MIRRORS #I by David
Vaughn received Rest in Show as well
as Rest of Category for "Patterns/Tex-

tures/Abstract/Experiments."
ST. GEORGE N ENVIRONS by Stan
White won Best of Category for
"From Sea to Shining Sea."
TWO WHEELING by R i l l Moll won Best
of Category for "This World We
Share."
DONE WITH MIRRORS #2 by David
Vaughn won Rest of Category for the
"Open" category.

Salon C
GARDEN 473 GRAND RLVD. by Stan
White received Rest i n Show as well
as Rest of Category for "From Sea to
Shining Sea."
SUNFLOWER by Stan White won Rest
of Category for "This World We
Share."
THE PHOTOGRAPHER by John Richter
won Rest of Category for "People."
DEVILS FANTASY IN CHEESE by Stan
White won Rest of Category for "Pat-

terns/TextureslAbstract/Experiments."

Salon D-Transparencies
REBECCA by Elliot Swanson was selected Rest i n show.
RIG FOR FISHEYES by Stan White won
Best of Category.

Invited Exhibits
On display at the Festival were
not just one, but eight Invited
Exhibits, three of which featured
rare views of 19th century Atlanta.
ATLANTA COTTON STATES EXPOSITION, 1895 by Michael Griffith provided the opportunity to see the orig-
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6 x 13 VIEWS FROM HERE by Craig
Daniels.
HAND TINTED STEREOVIEW S by Norman B. Patterson.
U.S. ARMY IN ACTION by Bill C. Walton.
HAND TINTED VIEWS by Brandt
Rowles.

The Southern Buffet
Banquet & Program
Matching nearly everything
about the Festival, the Saturday
evening Banquet was the largest
ever seen at any NSA or ISU gathering. Following the meal, Festival
Coordinator Mike Griffith entertained the group with an account
of the adventure/comedy/stresstest behind the planning and production of the most ambitious 3-D
event ever imagined. Anecdotes
illustrating the steep learning
curve that he and the other volunteers experienced enlivened introductions of the two dozen people
behind the success of the Festival
and gave added impetus to the
applause when each was asked to
stand.

The "AH HA " Experience
Highlighting the evening were
the words of Banquet Speaker Tom
Baccei, whose N.E. THING Enterprises MAGIC EYE books have
spread single image stereograms
and the knack of free viewing to
nearly every inhabited area of the
planet. The story of how first seeing these images in his copy of the
MayIJune 1990 Stereo World
inspired him to find and develop a
commercial market for them is by
now fairly well known in the
stereo imaging community. (See
S W Vol. 21 No. 4 page 22.) Hearing him personally relate details of
MAGIC EYE'S amazing success provided something of a sense that
things had fused full circle, from
Dan Dyckman's two-page article
"Single Image Random Dot Stere-

ograms" of 1990 to the present.
Introduced by Ron Labbe, who
is part of the N.E. THINGIMAGIC
EYE creative team, Mr. Baccei commented on Stereo World and the
famous article early in his talk:
The magazine is surprisingly high quality considering how many people work
on it and how much of a budget they
have. There are a lot of magazines that
have far more people and far bigger
budgets and yet don't present anywhere
near the kind of information....When I
saw Dan Dyckman's article, it was one of
those moments I can still remember, just
as most of the customers who've looked
at our stuff can remember, that first
impression of this oddball picture....It still
took a little time before your mind starts
to understand what it's looking at, to see
the picture gradually emerge from the
background...it was one of those
astounding moments....With the very
brief text that existed there was enough
information there to write my own program, by hook or by crook, and start to
reproduce those results.
I went through a several week period
of "what if?" with this idea. What if I
could make the dots smaller, what if I
could use much less degree of difference
between them? What if I could take pictures of Mount Rushmore or the Statue
of Liberty and make them come out
3-D? Because of course at that point in
time, all of the objects that were depicted in 3-D were mathematically created....All of them were relatively numerical
and fairly easy to analyze if you had a little bit of mathematical background. The
problem of trying to do human forms or
animals or fantasy scenes...that of course
was one of the great challenges in trying
to develop this work.

Discussing the stereogram "find
the hidden number" puzzle ad he
then ran in an engineering trade
journal for his small company, he
related:
The ad was very effective for the company, but more surprising was the fact
that I got thousands of letters from people-from school kids to jet pilots to prisoners-all based on this one ad....l had a
moment that was very much like you
read about with various other people
who find a career unexpectedly. At three
o'clock in the morning I was bolt upright
in bed, basically seeing this image that if
they'll send letters, they'll sign checks! It
also included the idea of a nuclear chain
reaction...in a marketing sense, how do
you sell this? You just can't go out and
sell free viewing as entertainment. I had
this model in my mind of a nuclear chain
reaction...if I could get enough pieces of
3-D stereogram art into the community...it seemed to me possible to create a

chain reaction. So I started a mail-order
business with just that in mind.
We put an ad in an airline magazine,
and it lead to an interesting side effect,
which was that international travelers
saw this ad. The first remarkable thing
that happened was that I got a call from
a n/ program in Japancalled
"World" ...and they sent a crew to Boston
to film us. Before long, I was partners
with a company in Japancalled Tenyo,
and they in fact had me over. If you can
picture a six-foot-four American weighing
250 pounds selling 3-D stereograms in a
foreign language on a street corner on a
soapbox, that's literally the truth. One
day we were out in front of a department store and we started teaching people, and they invited me to stand up and
do my spiel in pigeon Japanese.It was
great fun, and there was the beginnings
of a big fad in Japan back in 1992,
before anything got started much in the
U.S.
A large part of the reason why the
whole thing was successful, I think, has
to do with the simple fact that everybody's looking for an "AH-HA" experience. I don't know, it might be the last
AH-HA experience that we can give ourselves....This was an experience that even
if people couldn't get it themselves, they
saw the real reaction on their friends.
People would scream and shout-literally....It's quite novel to most people (even
though you can give them 3-D that they
can see and they go, "oh wow!"), they
don't discover it as a raw element. The
stereogram, because it was hidden, and
because it emerges, gives you the 3-D
perception in quite a distinct way from
anything else.

Banquet Speaker Tom Baccei talks about the "AH HA" experience inherent in the astounding success of his MAGIC EYE books and other products.

...................................................................................................................................................................
Following a discussion of the
various techniques for converting
computer images into stereograms
and the different methods favored
by N.E. THING and other stereogram publishers, the audience
was treated to several stories of life
at the center of a worldwide phenomenon-from the interesting
and amusing to the totally bizarre,
and experienced both directly and
via the mail. Baccei thinks there's
rich material for a book among the
thousands of letters from MAGIC
EYE fans all over the world. Perhaps the strangest letter came from
a fellow who seemed to be

Tom Baccei brought several samples of both recent and future MAGIC EYE books to
show as part of his talk at the banquet. This is the cover of one of the latest projects,
A New Bag of Tricks, to be published later this year.

involved with some sort of devil
worship and included the line,
"Please stop me before there's
another alien crucifixion." This
was alarming enough to prompt a
call from N.E. THING to the police
in the small town where the writer
lived, asking if they had experienced any serial killings recently.
The police "checked him out" and
later called back to report, "We
went to see him, and we don't
think he's dangerous, but he's getting worse." Asked what exactly
"getting worse" meant, the detective explained, "We went to his
house, and he's got this piece of
paper covered with black and
white dots-and he kept sticking it
my face asking if I could see the
frog!"
Regarding the future of N.E.
THING and the MAGIC EYE publications, Baccei commented:
Of course the fad phase of the MAGlC
EYE or the SIRD or whatever name people

)

Illusions by N.E. Thil7 9 Ente

might use for it, that's gone, because
that is like the nuclear chain reaction...a
little bit like a chain letter...y ou do eventually reach the point where it's saturated. We've been working very hard to trying to make sure the good creative staff
we've put together can continue and
that we can maybe dodge the bullet for
a few more years....In terms of the single
image stereogram (which I hope
becomes acknowledged as a minor art
form or even a major art form) what
we've done as the second generation of
work is to try to make arrangements to
work with other properties. I think probably some of you have seen the Disney
book that we did last year, and we did
just complete-[holding up a cover

.............................................................................................................................

panorama from a projection booth window .
shows most of the floor and the competitive exhibits along the left wall.

going to look like.
There's no major
change in the technology of how we make the
3-D picture. There's a limit
to how much depth information your brain can decode, and
the idea is now to give it some
content. There's punch lines to jokes
and we try to couple up the 3-D with
major brand names so in a halo effect,
we get a little bit of the aura of glory-so
that MAGIC EYE hopefully gets to be a
part of the American landscape, and
every Christmas people say "I've got to
get Joeya MAGIC EYE book."

comics over
there. This is a rare edi-

"The Dis-

colors in certain ways, you can also get

I think I'm very excited by the general
future of the 3-D community....It still isn't
an art form that has hit its stride, in my
opinion. There are always technical difficulties. You are the dreamers of tomorrow's 3-D using tools today that are
expensive and difficult to use on some
occasions or take expertise. Most people
want 3-D very badly, but they want the
simple stuff, where you just go home
and turn on your whole wall and it
becomes transparent and you're looking
out into a virtual world. Of course that's
how it is in any form of entertainmenteverybody doesn't want to play in the
orchestra, we all want to listen to the
music. Eventually, with the advancement

er, who's here with us, we've created a

our best to alleviate that circumstance
will not only be good for our business,
but will be good for 3-D in general-to
keep it in the public's eye (no pun
intended) and to generally make more
people aware of the fact that you can
play with your eyes!
Another book that I would recommend for the people in this room, if you
do want to look at any of our new stuff,
is called A New Bag of Tricks. In it, we've
hopefully created a few variations on the
theme that you might not have seen
before. We did one picture that we call

@
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amount of latitude in the brain's acceptance of the fact that two pictures miqht
be different, even though you're overyapping them. We found that with about six
repeats, you can morph a human being
into another human being or a human
being into an animal, and yet when you
fuse them, you get reasonable 3-D. The
brain accommodates for the slight differences. In England we did a book with
Comic Relief, which is a charity that raises millions of pounds for children in
Africa and underprivileged kids in England. The book raised about a quarter of
a million dollars working with some

towards is this artificial reality. Whether it
be a shared experience in a large movie
theater or a private experience with
headsets or something like that, all of it's
going towards reproducing the perceptions of being someplace.

During a question-and-answer
session, Ron Labbe slipped in a
question that had no doubt been
on many minds: "I heard a rumor
that in the next MAGIC EYE book
there was going to be a mention of
the NSA ..." The affirmative answer
brought the most enthusiastic
applause of the evening. A question about animated video stereograms led Baccei into an interest-

Nares or of the

sophical conclusion
relating to the significance
of the whole SIS experience.
After explaining the problem of
how various video screen sizes
change the separation of picture
elements and can lead to excessive
divergence, he observed:

/

This is simply a novelty-it's a toy.
Nothing wrong with toys ... entertainment is the business of the human race. I
mean that very seriously because we
haveto feed ourselves,we haveto reproduce, we have to house ourselves, but
when that's all done, what we do is we
go out and get into trouble unless we're
entertained. The fact that America
exports a lot of entertainment is a trivializing thing-people might say "oh, it's
only entertainment." Having been put in
a position where I had to think about it, I
would say well, they've got a lot of nerve
to say "onlyu-l mean they were making
~ave~~aintings
before they were making
Goodyear tires!

join other merchandisers of current
stereo cameras, accessories, projectors, mounts, viewers, images and
books. With fairly few exceptions,
if it wasn't in that room in Atlanta
that weekend, the stereo related
item you were looking for wasn't
available anywheie! The Trade Fair
revealed one of the few shortcomings of the Stouffer
facility, in that the lighting level was

3-D Movies
As far as anyone knows, this was
the first time that full-length Hollywood 3-D movies were ever
shown in a hotel. Thanks to the
efforts of Atlanta Stereographic
Association member Lamar
Kennedy, Holrse of Wax and Dial M
for Murder were shown several
times during the Festival in the
hotel's own small but well-

I
It wasn't only the stereoscopic video and computer systems that grabbed the attention
future ISU and NSA members. 3-D comics sold briskly at the Trade Fair. This one is bein
devoured at one of the banauet tables in the alass-coveredGarden Court.

A Record-breaking
Trade Fair
The massive Festival Trade Fair
was held in the Stouffer Waverly's
huge ballroom, just a few steps
from the Stereo Theater room.
Large as the facility was, even
more than the 143 dealer tables
could have been sold if space had
been available. Along with nearly
every major dealer in vintage
stereo images and equipment,
some of the software firms from
the demonstration room moved
their exhibits to the Trade Fair
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guidance of auctioneer Bob Duncan. Included was a good selection
of stereo equipment and printed
matter as well as the lots of stereoviews, nearly all of which brought
impressive prices in lively bidding.
Once things got rolling, the bidding became fairly rapid-fire and
the auction finished very nearly at
the scheduled time.

Stereographic Tours

Lamar Kennedy w ~ t hthe 35mm projector installed in the projection booth of the hotel's
theater to show the 3-0 classics House of Wax and Dial M for Murder. The mirror box in
front of the lens superimposed the side-by-side images on the single-strip film over each
other on the screen. There wasn't room for the large, 90-minute feed and take-up reels,
which had to be set up in the booth's entry hall with the film threaded overhead through
the door.

Bntish vlsltor Percy Baxter waits patiently with his View-Master camera for the Stereo
World stereographer to get out of his shot during the Historic Atlanta tour stop at the
Atlanta History Center's Tullie Smith Farm.

designed theater. An avid collector
of both movie and 3-D equipment,
Mr. Kennedy was able to obtain
and set up a 35mm projector to
show single-strip prints of the two
films. Unlike overtunder singlestrip prints, the pairs on these
prints were side-by-side anamorphic images, superimposed on the
screen by a mirror box positioned
between the lens and the polarizers.
Thanks to Kennedy's expertise,
the projection was flawless and
most showings were packed. A system of vouchers exchanged for
tickets to specific showings allowed

people to pay for the movies in
advance but select the showings
they wanted (if seating was still
available) depending on what
other meetings or activities they
were interested in. For a surprising
number of people attending, this
was the first viewing of one or
both of these films in 3-D, and
they proved to be one of the most
popular features of the Festival.

Stereo Auction
The NSAIISU Auction was held
Friday evening (in the same theater in which the 3-D movies were
shown) under the experienced

Three tours took busses of stereo
camera-laden visitors to a variety
of attractions in the Atlanta area.
Wednesday's Historic Atlanta tour
first stopped at the Atlanta History
Center, where a modern museum
building is surrounded by the
structures of an authentic small
farm with a few barnyard animals.
Including one of the few existing
pre-Civil War houses in Atlanta,
the "Tullie Smith Farm" was built
around 1840 and moved to the
Center in the 1970s along with
outbuildings like a kitchen, barn,
corncrib, dairy, smokehouse and
cabin.
Unlike the lavish plantations
seen in the movies, small farms
like this (a farmer with his family,
200 cultivated acres, and 11 slaves)
were more typical around inland
Georgia. The carefully restored
buildings, grounds and furniture
made irresistible targets for the
international assemblage of stereo
cameras. Activities like weaving
and cooking were demonstrated
on authentic equipment by staff
members in authentic costume,
but the lives and quarters of the
slaves were left to the imagination.
Next on the tour was the Cyclorama, a 360" painting housed in a
building of its own in which a
steep, 184 seat auditorium rotates
to reveal the entire work. Depicting the 1864 Battle of Atlanta, the
famous 188.5 painting incorporates
a full diorama at its base, providing a truly three-dimensional effect
with sculpted men, horses, wagons
and roads blending seamlessly into
the curved surface of the realistic
painting. The general effect and
the size of the image aren't too far
from a static. 360" version of 3-D
IMAX. ~ights;music and narration
tell the story of the battle through
the massive painting's extensive
detail.

Final stop on the tour was
Atlanta's historic Oakland Cemetery, where Gone With the Wind
author Margaret Mitchell is buried.
Founded in 1850, the 88 acre
cemetery with its gothic revival
and neo-classical markers and
structures was a maze of stereographic opportunities.
Thursday's of Modern Atlanta
tour featured the "World of CocaCola" attraction with its museum,
high definition videos, computer
touch screens and free samples of
the company's soft drinks from all
over the world. Also included was
a look at the facilities under construction for the 1996 Olympics,
which are spread over much of
downtown Atlanta.
Monday's day-long tour was
divided between Callaway Gardens
and Warm Springs, GA. Callaway
Gardens is a 14,000 acre public garden and resort featuring an 8,000
square foot glass conservatory
filled with free-flying butterflies
waiting to be stereographed.
Warm Springs was the location
of President Franklin Roosevelt's
"Little White House" where he
died while sitting for a portrait.
The unfinished painting is still on
display and the cottage remains as
it was when occupied by the President.

The Facility
Compared to resisting the attractions lurking just outside the doors
of ISU Congresses in Eastbourne or
Paris, being isolated in suburban
Atlanta made it easy to give one's
full attention to the many 3-D
functions of the Festival or to talking with old or new friends. Located several miles from downtown
Atlanta, the Stouffer Waverly is
surrounded by freeways and shopping malls, with the Galleria Mall
connected directly to the hotel's
ground floor. This made a variety
of restaurants easily accessible,
with the 24-hour Alfresco Deli
offering snacks near the center of
the large atrium for late-night
room hoppers who neglected to
eat when anything else was open.
An exhibit of 375 icons, vestments,
crucifixes and manuscripts titled
"The Sacred Art of Russia from
Ivan the Terrible to Peter the
Great" was in place on the upper
level of the Galleria Mall during
the Congress. To help promote the

mall and the exhibit (on tour from
the Russian State Historical Museum in Moscow), a series of free
Russian music concerts entertained
shoppers every afternoon in the
skylight-covered center court.

ISUINSA

One 3-D World Party
Sunday's final event was a free
dinner party open to everyone at
the Festival. Shuttle busses hauled
people from the hotel to an establishment called Dave & Busters.
Describing itself as "the world's
first digital theme park," it
includes a restaurant, bar, pool
tables, gaming room and what
seems like several acres of the latest arcade games. After stuffing
themselves at the buffet dinner,
many ISU and NSA members waded
through the maze of video arcade
games to find the virtual reality
installations. Like an outdoor
theme park, whole families throng
to "D&BU.When the noise and
crowding became too disorienting,
others took one of the shuttle
busses back to the hotel in time to
watch a pre-4th fireworks display
across the street.

Thanks To
Credit for the success of the
Atlanta International 3-D Festival
'95 goes to all involved in the
planning and coordination of its
many events as well as all those
who put on demonstrations,
entered exhibits, ran tables in the
Trade Fair, and produced 3-D
shows.
Special thanks must go to
Andrew & Dalia Miller for loaning
Stereo World a Revere stereo camera
from their stock after the TDC veteran of many conventions jammed
the minute it found itself in
Atlanta.
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Next NSA Convention

Next ISU Congress:
The Dutch Touch

The 22nd annual convention of
the National Stereoscopic Association will be August 1-5, 1996, in
Rochester, NY. The convention
hotel is the Holiday Inn Downtown, with activities scheduled for
the Rochester Convention Center.
Don't miss this opportunity to see,
buy, sell and talk every kind of
stereo in the city world famous for
photography and for the Eastman
House and International Museum
of Photography.

Under the Theme "Get in Touch
With the Dutch" those at the
Atlanta Festival saw a 3-D slide
program introducing and welcoming all to the southern region of
Holland, in the province of Limburg, for the 11th ISU World Congress, May 21 to 26,1997.
The venue will be a former
Monastery converted into a Congress Center called Rolduc. This is
near the town of Kerkrade, which
is about 20 miles from the more
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New ISU President Ryko Prins spoke
at the Friday morning 1SU Breakfast,
inviting all present to visit the
Netherlands for the 1997 Congress.

..................................................................
famous and historical city of
Maastricht. *
Maastricht is about three hours
by car or train from Amsterdam.
There may also be connecting
flights to Maastricht from Amsterdam and other European cities.
The Dutch organizers will make all

of the details available at a time
closer to the event in Stereoscopy
and Stereo World. Or, you may contact the Netherlands Society for
Stereo Photography, Wagenaarstraat 15, 1962 BJ Heemskerk,
The Netherlands.
The Rolduc Abbey may seem to
be an odd choice for a Congress,
but it was the largest monastery in
Holland, and was converted to an
international center for congresses
and cultural activities 20 years ago.
The slides shown in Atlanta
revealed that this is a very large
facility, which includes a theaterstyle auditorium and simple but
neat low-cost accommodations.
The Dutch indicate that there are
also nearby hotels for those wishing more luxurious accommodations.
To join the ISU and receive Stereoscopy magazine, contact (from the
U.S.) Paul Milligan, 508 La Cima
Circle, Gallup, NM 87301. Annual
dues are U.S. $20. From outside the
U.S., contact the ISU directly c/o
Judy Fentress, PO Box 19-119,
Hamilton. New Zealand.

The Festival
View-Master Packet
The three-reel View-Master packet on sale at the Atlanta International 3-D Festival is one of the
best ever published for a convention. The album was designed and
produced by 3-D Rook Productions
in the Netherlands and includes
detailed text describing the scenes.
Reel A features views by Atlanta
Stereographic Association members
Bill Walton, Larry Moor, Cynthia
Morton and Clark Brown. Reel B
commemorates the Rattle of
Atlanta through rare stereoviews.
Reel C depicts the Atlanta Cotton
States Exposition of 1895, using
some of the historic views seen in
the Stereo Theater show, the Program article, and the Invited
Exhibit of the same name by Mike
Griffith.
While they last, the packets are
available for $10 (postage included) from the NSA, PO Box 398,
Sycamore, OH 44882. ran
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Isabelle Rochwite
I

sabelle Rochwite, internationally
recognized stereographer and
wife of Stereo Realist Camera
designer Seton Rochwite, died of
breast cancer on July 13, 1995, just
2 days before her 91st birthday.
She was born on July 15, 1904, in
northern Wisconsin. When she
was a teenager she moved with her
family to Hartford, where she and
Seton were married April 4, 1926.
The couple lived in Milwaukee,
WI, while Seton was attending
Marquette University and continued to live there until 1947. This
was quite fortuitous, as it was durine this earlv 1940s ~ e r i o dthat
~eyonbuilt his third'homemade
3-D camera, which turned out to
be the prototype for the Stereo
Realist. Had the David White surveying instrument company of
Milwaukee not been looking for a
new postwar product, there may
never have been a Stereo ~ealist
camera.
Isabelle shared the stereo photography bug with Seton, and
became an accomplished amateur
stereo photographer. She was a
member of the Photographic Soci-

ety of America, an honorary member of the Oakland, CA Camera
Club, and the Rocky Mountain
Stereo Club. Until two years ago
she was active in international
stereo exhibitions, and had been
awarded the Diamond Star rating
by PSA for having had 560 acceptances with 121 different slides in
stereo competitions worldwide.
In 1985 Seton and Isabelle
donated all of his hand-made
stereo cameras, including the
Stereo Realist prototype, to the

California Museum of Photography at the University of California
Riverside. Also included was the
working prototype of the Realist
hand viewer, which Isabelle is
holding in this 1985 view by Susan
Pinsky.
Those of us who knew Isabelle
know that she was a wonderful
woman, and an important half of
a partnership with a great man.
She will be deeply missed.

- David Starkman m

Exposing the Oregon Coast to Stereo
tereo Worlti contributor Peter H .
Fowler enjoys promoting the
study and collecting of stereoviews, and does more than just
talk about it. During this past summer, he not only wrote an article
for the July/August issue of Oregon
Coast magazine, but also organized
exhibits of both vintage and current stereography at two coastal
sites. One (in July) was at the
north coast in the Clatsop County
Historical Society Museum, and
the other was at the southern end
of the state (in August) in the Siuslaw Public Library.
The four-page article, A Stereo
View of the Oregon Coast, includes
reproductions of five full vintage

S

stereoviews showing various locations along the coast. The text
describes the sites in detail, covering what has happened since the
views were taken and revealing
how to get to them today. Best of
all, both the article and the
exhibits include information about
the NSA and Stereo World. For anyone with similar interests in publicizing any aspect of stereography,
it would be hard to find a better
example to follow than Mr.
Fowler's.
To request a copy of the magazine (Vol. 14 No. 4), contact Oregon
Coast Magazine, PO Box 18000,
Florence, OR 97439. m
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First Stereogram Stamps Issued

I

n a development that was probably inevitable somewhere in the
world, the first single image
stereogram stamps were issued by
the English Channel island of
Guernsey on May 9, 1995.
Designed by Keith Bassford, the
two stereogram stamps are the
work of NSA members Bob Mannle
and David Burder. The hidden
images are large versions of the
doves featured in the patterns,
with a standing dove in the 25p
stamp and a flying dove in the 30p
stamp.
Released on the day celebrating
the 50th anniversary of Guernsey's
liberation in World War 11, the
stamps were designed in response
to the "Peace and Freedom" theme
of this year's EUROPA stamps. The
general themes of these annual
issues are decided by PostEurop,
the European Philatelic Organization, with the various postal
administrations producing their
own interpretations of the theme.
A stamp, even one three inches
wide, is a small area in which to

produce a single image stereogram.
The simple, 2-plane images had to
be as large as possible for easy visibility and yet fit within the fused
area of the stamps. The April issue
of the Stereoscopic Society Jozirnal
of 3-D Imaging was mailed in an
envelope designed by Bernard
Makinson as a special Stereoscopic
Society "First Day Cover" using the
stamps. With the cooperation of
the Guernsey Post Office, the 7" x
10" envelopes were mailed directly
from Guernsey with the first day
cancellation mark.
Shown here actual size is the
official Guernsey First Day Cover
design which appeared on a standard size envelope. The 25p stamp
is in shades of green, while the 30p
stamp is blue.
The stamps will be available
from the Guernsey Post Office
through April of 1996. For an
order form, contact the Guernsey
Philatelic Bureau, Postal Headquarters, Guernsey, Channel Islands,
GY1 IAB, UK. Phone (01481)
72641, Fax (01481) 712082. (They

take VISA, MASTERCARD, and AMERICAN EXPRESS.)
If you don't need full sheets,
pairs of the stamps are available in
three different forms from Reel 3-D
Enterprises, Box 2368, Culver City,
CA 90231. The official First Day
Cover shown here is $8. A presentation pack folder with both mint
stamps and a 7 inch wide color
blow-up of the 30p stamp on the
cover is $9. The unique envelope
designed for mailing the Stereoscopic Society Journal (minus the
publication) with both stamps on
it is $10. All are postpaid within
the U.S. For orders from outside
the U.S. add $2 shipping.

T

his column depends on reoders for
informotion. (We don't know everything!)
Please send informotion or questions to Dovid
Storkmon, NewViews Editor, PO. Box 2368,
Culver City, CA 9023 1 .

PEACE A N D FREEDOM
GUERNSEY POST OFFICE
FIRST DAY COVER
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A Viewer with a Familiar Look
and Familiar Name
f the eyepiece tube design of this
stereo slide viewer doesn't ring a
bell, pick up a late model ViewMaster. Only the diameter of the
lenses is different in this Chinese
viewer from the 3-D World photoelectronic Company of Hangzhou.
While the name on the box and
the accompanying scenic slides is
3-D World, the name used elsewhere, as in the price list included
from the London importer, is
"STEREO WORLD VIEWER"!
For an inexpensive viewer, the
optics are very good with little distortion even at the edges-which
is impressive because it's designed
for nearly full frame, 33mm wide
images.
Those images come in 33 different sets of ten slides each, mounted in exact replicas of the RRT plastic mounts designed for mounting
full frame pairs in standard Realistwidth mounts with the loss of
only 2mm at the edges. Even the
sliding pin register tabs have been
reproduced inside the mounts.
Whether or not the matter is or

I

will be covered by recent international patent protection negotiations is as yet unknown. So far, the
mounts seem to have been exported only as part of the scenic Chinese slide sets, and not in any
flood of lower-priced blank stereo
slide mounts.
The scenes themselves are well
stereographed (mildly hyper as if
shot with two SLRs on a bar) with
good attention to stereo impact
and general composition. The slide

sets are done on what looks like
some sort of print film from color
negative originals, and are quite
grainy with clear dust and scratches.
The viewer (£11.25) and several
of the slide sets (£8 each) as well as
a lighted version are available
through the Widescreen Centre,
48, Dorset Street, London W1H
3FH. Phone 0171-935 2580 fax
0171-486 1272.

INSIDE 3-0 Evolves from Catalog
W

hat started out as an illustrated
list of used 3-D equipment, literature and View-Master reels by
Dalia Miller has now turned into a
"3-D Mini Magazine" called INSIDE

3-0.

The spring 1995 issue includes
20 pages of articles of interest to
3-D image and hardware collectors,
ranging from "The English collecting scene" to "Selling Cars With
3-D" and View-Master "Test Reels".
Within the magazine is a profusely
illustrated catalog (called 3 - 0 From
DDDalia) of mostlv
, ~ost-World
War I1 items that constitutes a virtual 3-D candy store for any user
or collector. Included are 3-D cameras, viewers, projectors and accessories. Then there are View-Master
reels and packets, Tru-Vue strips
L

and lenticular transparencies.
Everything is well described, and a
large portion of the items are illustrated in black & white photos.
Such a publication is too costly
for Dalia to mail without charge.
U.S. subscriptions are $18 a year (4
issues plus some supplemental
"specialty catalogs"). Subs to Canada are $23 and all others are $27.
If you are looking hard to find 3-D
items and information, you should
seriously consider a subscription. A
sample issue is available for $5.
Write to INSIDE 3-0, Subscriptions,
PO Box 492, Corte mad era,'^^
94976.
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Full-Pa e Stereo in
Na tiona Geographic

Shortwave Stereo?
W

hile amateur radio operators
regularly confirm reception
with "QSL" post cards, some with
their call letters cleverly included
in photos, John Elson of
Carmichael, CA, hasn't heard of
any other ham whose QSL card features a stereoscopic photo of the
operator with rig! Other pairs from

John's Loreo stereo camera get
scanned onto disks via Konica
Labs' PC Picture Show, then converted to GIF files. He shares these,
along with online games, on his
computer BBS named (of all things)
"Stereo World" although it has no
connection with the NSA or Stereo
World magazine.
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e're not sure how many people
besides Paul Wing noticed this,
but in the August, 1995 issue of
National Geographic, there's a marvelous accidental stereo pair spread
across pages 26 and 27. It's actually
a single-frame photo, but split
down the middle by a large mirror
that was Dart of the market stall
being phbtographed. The mirror's
angle of view was just right to create-nearly perfect 3-D parallax. By
viewing the printed "pair" with a
pocket mirror held against the left
side of your nose, a reasonably
good stereograph can be seen once
you get the pages to lay flat.

3 4 Hollywood on Sale

T

1

No Nishika, No Nimslo,

he 1992 book 3-0 HollywoodPhotographs by Harold Lloyd (SW
Vol. 19 No. 4) has long been available at prices far less than the original $35 price. Rut the lowest price
yet for this slightly flawed collection of Harold Lloyd's stereographs
has appeared in a recent mail-order
catalog, where it's listed at $9.95
plus $? postage (regardless of
quantity) from Edward R. Hamilton ~ookseller,Falls Village, CT,
06031-5000. m

1

No Lab?

W

ith the apparent demise of the
Nishika lab in Nevada for the
processing of lenticular prints from
Nimslo or Nishika 4-lens 3-D cameras, the only competitor is Image
Tech, of Atlanta, GA. This producer
of 3-lens 3-D cameras like the 3D
WIZARD'", 3D 1000'" and the singleuse 3D MAGIC'" would, until
recently, only handle negatives
from 3-lens cameras.
Now they have expanded their
service to offer lenticular prints
from 4-lens cameras, albeit at a
higher price. Their general level of
quality and color saturation has
been better than what Nishika was
doing, and NimsloINishika users
should find this a superior processing facility. (While some of the Rittai 4-lens cameras are in use, we
know of no U.S. processing plant

yet established by that Hong Kong
firm.)
The current Image Tech price is
$1.10 per print, plus $2 per roll
processing charge for an undeveloped roll of film. (Add $2 shipping
charges for the first roll and $1 for
each additional roll.) This compares to a charge of 75c each for
the same 3.5" x 4.5" prints made
from 3-lens camera negatives.
Reprints from 4-lens camera negatives are $1.50. Enlargements are
$6 for 5" x 7" prints and $12 for
8" x 10" prints. You can also order
any of the Image Tech 3-D cameras
by mail. For a current price list and
ordering information, contact 3D
Image Technology, Inc., PO Box
4300, Norcross, GA 30091-4300.
(404) 416-8848, Fax 416-8847.
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Following Alice
to 3-D Wonders
Review by John Dennis

S

tereo pairs produced in Scanning Electron Microscopes have
long amazed and entertained
both stereo imaging enthusiasts
and the general public, with examples by David Burder and Bill Patterson appearing in various publications and formats as well as in
Stereo World. But with the publication of Through the Electronic Looking Glass, SEM researcher Dee
Breger has provided the most well
varied and scientifically documented sample kit yet of these fascinating images.
With text in both English and
At 10200X, this SEM view of a Coccolithophorid is the second most magnified image in
German, the Cygnus ~ r a ~ hbook
ic
Through the Electronic Looking Glass. These one-celled algae evolved during the jurassic
includes a descriptive paragraph
Period, and in their present form they constitute a major source of food for marine animals
about each specimen as well as a
as well as of atmospheric oxygen. When they die, their calcium carbonate plate coverings
3.5-inch square black & white flat
settle to form lime mud which can eventually become limestone like that forming England's
image on each left-hand page. On
channel coast White Cliffs.
the facing right-hand pages are 7inch 'quare a n a g l ~ ~ h s
images can draw the intellect into
red and green inks and glasses to
the intimate
of the book's
their sharply detailed microscopic
eliminate nearly all traces of ghostsubjects.
These range
world, SEM stereographs pull your
ing.
from objects as common as table
imagination and emotions
Author Dee Breger manages the
salt and Velcro to
through that lookLamont-Doherty
Earth Observatospecimens as exoting glass as well.
ry's
SEM
and
X-Ray
Analysis Faciliic as a pyroxene
The book's wire
ty
at
Columbia
University
and also
crystal from the
"SE M researcher
binding allows
serves
as
SEM Field Associate at Libsmall desert island
erty Science Center. Those who
Dee Breger has
of Zabargad in the
perfectly
the
pagesflat
to lay
for
dropped by the Cygnus Graphic
~ e sea.
d ~ a g n i f i c a - provided the most
ideal viewing
Trade
Fair table at the Atlanta 3-D
tions range from
Festival
had the opportunity to
24x to 1 0 4 0 0 ~in
well varied and
under strong
light, while the
meet
her
and get a signed copy of
the 30 anaglyphs
scientifically
wrap-around
Through
the
Electronic Looking Glass.
presented for viewcover provides a
Information
on ordering the
ing with the
documented
spine to make the
$19.95
book
can
be found in the
included pair of
sample
kit
yet
title visible on a
ad
in
this
issue
or
by contacting
Cygnus' large red
book shelf. The
Cygnus
Graphic,
PO
Box 32461,
& blue glasses.
of these
overall quality
Phoenix,
A
Z
85064-2461.
m
While some of
fascinating
and approach of
the anaglyphs
the publication is
show moderate
images. "
reminiscent of the
ghosting in the
1985 book The
high-contrast
Stereo Image in Sciareas1 all work well1 and most are
ence and Technology by Dr. Dieter
enough to
justify
Loren~,except that the latter made
the title's allusion to Alice's Lookuse of the bright, European style
ing Glass world. While flat SEM
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Four More
from Sammon
Review by John Dennis

Q.

computer game death and danserious harm. Anyway, not many
ger--or to those who suspect the
kids are likely to notice or quibble
about a little ghosting in a 3-D
real world may still include some
excitement not dependent on
page full of killer bees! (I'm sure
human greed or violence. The
they'll gladly leave that to the other
book's wide variconsumers of
ety of stereothese booksgraphs by David
stereo enthusi"...3-D Wings
Burder certainly
asts and collecshouldn't disapincludes detaTled
point them. The
In addition to
C / O S ~ - U ~of
S
the series for The
dangerous critters
range in size from
early piones
Nature
a hippopotamus
ny,
twoCornpaother
to bacteria, with
that won't be
new 3-D books
things that actuby Sammon &
found in
ally pose a comSammon have
even the most
been published
mon danger to
many kids-mosfor General
auitoes. fire ants
complete collection Rooks stores.
and ticks-also
of vintage
Was\~in,gonD.C.
included.
in 3 - 0 and 3 - 0
stereoviews. "
win,^.^ are aimed
Except for the
SEM stereos, the
at the same
images in Deadly
youthful audi&Dangerous are printed as color
ence but cover other than strictly
anaglyphs. For the most part, probnature subjects.
lem colors and contrast/ghosting
While Washington D.C. in 3 - 0
have been kept under control, perillustrates the buildings and monuhaps better than in some of the
ments of the capital, 3 - 0 Wings is
previous books, and only the liona well documented study of
fish view seems to have suffered
antique aircraft at the Old
Rhinebeck Areodrome in upstate
New York. Printed in the same
eight-inch square anaglyph format
as the Nature Company books, 3 - 0
ARCHIVAL SLEEVES: clear 2.5-mil Polyprp~vlene
Wings includes detailed close-ups
CDV (3 318' X 4 318')
per 100: $7
case of 1000:
$60
of early planes that won't be found
per 100: $10
case of 1000:
$90
CDV POLYESTER (2-mil )
CDV PAGE 6-pocket top load
per page: $0.50 caseof 100:
$20
in even the most complete collecPOSTCARD (3 314' X 5 314')
per 100: $8
case of 1000:
$70
tion of vintage stereoviews.
case of 500:
$70
POSTCARD PAGE dpocket top load per 100: $16
4' x 5'
per 100: $8
case of 1000:
$70
For information on retail availcase of 1000:
$80
STEREO I t 6 3 4 COVER (3 34' x 7') per 100: $9
ability or mail-orders, contact SamSTEREO POLYESTER
per 100: 2-mil $12 or 3-mil
$16
CABINET1CONTINENTAL (4 318' X 7') per 100: $10
case of 1000:
$90
mon & Sammon Ltd., One Fox
# I 0 COVER (4 318' x 9 518')
per 100: $10
case of 500:
$45
Road, Croton, NY 10520. m
5' x 7'
per 50: $7
case of 200:
$25

uite possibly, the best thing
about the movie Congo is the
shot of Dylan Walsh and Amy
the orilla wearing 3-D glasses and
reading Rick & Susan Sammon's
Wild Safari in 3-0. As far as I know,
this is the first time any 3-D publication other than a comic book
has been seen in a major Hollywood film. I don't know if the
scene helped sales of the book but
Paramount used the still in its publicity campaign and if anything,
the presence of the book may have
given the movie more credibility
than it deserves.
The series of anaglyphic 3-D
books published by and for The
Nature Company has now grown
to six with the recent appearance
of Deadly & Dan~eroztsin 3 - 0 and
Rainforest in 3 - 0 . All are aimed at
kids with an active curiosity about
the natural world. Rick and Susan
Sammon wrote the texts and did
the stereography for many of the
books, while David Rurder supplied stereos for others. (See S W
Vol. 21 No. 2 page 29.)
Deadly & Dangerous in 3 - 0
should easily appeal to kids who
aren't yet jaded by TV, video and

BOUDOIR (5 112' X 8 1/27
8.~10'
11'x 14'
18' x 20' (unsealed flap)

per
per
per
per

25:
25:
10:
10:

$6
$8
$8
$20

case of
case of
case of
case of

500:
200:
100:
100:

Russell Norton, PO Bx 1070, New Haven, CT 06504-1070
US SHIPPING: $4 per order. Institutionalbilling. (1996)

$80

$40
$45
$99
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~nagyphic
Stereospace
A
I

Review by John Dennis

I

er in spirit to the French tinted tissues of the same period, which featured sculpted figures in stage
scenes from plays or devils with
red eyes sporting in the caverns of
the underworld. While these imaginative and skillfully presented
images will hardly please every
taste, THINGS is clearly a book to
be included in any comprehensive
collection of serious stereoscopic
publications. It can be ordered for
$30. (U.S.) postage included, from
E. Rautenstrauch, 9 bd Franqois
Blancho, 44200 Nantes, France.

dream" with bugs posed all over
bjects from Barbie and Batan abstract sculpture and
Man dolls to toy soldiers,
"Jazzbild" in which a piano player
plastic animals, musical
and singer perform in a threateninstruments and novelty bugs fill
ingly distorted club.
Ekkehart Rautenstrauch's stereoIn the exhibit, the images are
graphs in his edition of eight
100 x lOOcm pairs viewed
anaglyphic images titled THINGS
overlunder or in large, open
and labeled on the cover as Relief
Wheatstone viewArt. The views are
ers. The book's
part of a larger
anaglyphs are
exhibit of stereo
"...THINGS is
pairs described as
exceptionally well
"binocular sculpclearly a book
printed in
redigreen ink with
ture" in which the
sculpted viewers
to be included
little ghosting
(overlunder and
in any
despite the high
Wheatstone type)
contrast and conshare the artistic
comprehensive
siderable depth of
many of the
installation ("sterescenes. The glasses
os~ace")and form
a visual partition
serious
are held in zots in
clear plastic over
between images
stereoscopic
the cover image of
and observers.
The figures in
publications.
"
a mask, so that
m
the eyes stare at
the scenes inhabit
surreal settings
you through the
glasses.
resembling avant-guard stage sets
Rautenstrauch presents his series
of the 1930s, with strangely angled
as "an homage to the unknown
sections of walls and floors pointartists of London Stereoscopic
ing in every direction and dimenCompany" but the images are clossion. Easily the best are "Blue-

0

PRECISION FOLDING STEREO VIEWER
For all standard
Realist 3D stereo slides
Glass or cardboard
mounted. Folds flat,
weighs only 1 oz.
Prepaid minimum order
$10.00. Add $1.OO for
shipping and handling.
FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE.
m ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

..................................................................
One of Rautenstrauch's sculpted
over/under viewers that form part of
the "stereospace" between images
and observers in his exhibitions.

1

800-223-6694 ,

1

TAYLOR MERCHANT CORP. 212 West 35th Street New York. NY 10001
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Assignment-3-D
--

Editor's View

(Contit~rrc~ri
fro111Inride Front Cover)

(Continued from page 2)

-

The Rules:
As space allows (and depending on the
response) judges will select for publication
in each issue at least two of the best views
submitted by press time. Rather than tag
images as first, second or third place winners, the idea will be to present as many
good stereographs as possible from among
those submitted.
Prizes are limited to the worldwide fame
and glory resulting from the publication of
your work. Anyone and any image in any
print or slide format is eligible. (Keep in
mind that images will be reproduced in
black and white.) Include all relevant caption material and technical data as well as
your name and address. Each entrant may
submit up to 6 images per assignment.
Any stereographer, amateur or professional, is eligible. Stereos which have won
Stereoscopic Society or PSA competitions are
equally eligible, but please try to send views
made within the past eight years. All views
will be returned within 6 to 12 weeks, but
Stereo World and the NSA assume no responsibility for the safety of photographs. Please
include return postage with ehtries. Submission of an image constitutes permission for
its one-use reproduction in Stereo World. All
other rights are retained by the photographer.
Send all entries directly to: ASSIGNMENT
3-D, 5610 SE 71st, Portland, OR 97206. CB

---

--

D.C. Antique
Photo Show

used as an example) was discussed.
Through extensive effort and negotiation, John Waldsmith, with the
help of former NSA president Gordon Hoffman, has been able to
locate potential sites for the 1998
and 1999 conventions. These are
promising facilities in cities never
before visited by the NSA, and will
be announced when contracts are
finalized.

15 October,1995
90 tables of stereoviews. etc.
Rosslyn Westpark Hotel Ballroom
Arlington. VA
1900 N. Ft. Myer Dr.

New Editors Join SW Staff

Boston Antique
Photo Show

Also announced at the NSA
Board meeting in Atlanta was the
addition of three associate editors
to Stereo World's masthead. Dean
Jacobowitz of Montville, CT, and
Karen & Tim White of Verona, WI,
will provide some much needed
help with the process of selecting
and editing many of the articles
submitted. They will comprise, in
effect, an editorial board which
can provide added input for major
editorial decisions and maintain
more helpful and encouraging
links with contributors. rn

22 October,1995
50 tables of stereoviews, etc.
Westford Regency Hotel Ballroom
1-495 exit 32 to route 110 W.
Westford, MA

Public Admission 10AM $5
Preview Admission 8:30AM $20
Managed by Russell Norton
PO Box 1070,
New Haven. CT 06504
(203) 562-7800
i

HASSLE-FREE 3-D
WITH THE TECO-NIMSLO
CAMERA AND 3-VIEWER

I'lease enroll me as a member of the National Stereoscopic Association.
I understand that my one-year subscription to Stereo World
will begin with the MarchIApril issue of the current year.
--

I
I

I
I
I

I
I

U.S. membership mailed third class ($26).
U.S. membership mailed first class for faster delivery ($38).
Foreign membership mailed surface rate, and first class to Canada ($38).

UForeign membership mailed international airmail ($56).
USend a sample copy ($5.50).

I
I
I

rorelgn members please rem~tIn U S. dollars with a Canad~anPostal Money

State

Zip

pic A:
I

PO Box 14801, Columbus, OH 43214
The Only National Organization Devoted Exclusively To Stereo Photography,Stereoviews,and 3-D Imaging Techniques.

a
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Use the lightweight auto-exposure
camera to make:
36 Slide pairs
Close-ups at 3 distances
Lenticular Prints
Use the Universal viewer to display:
Realist and View-Master rollfilm
NimsloINishika rolls
Mounted slide pairs
PRICES:
New camera ......................$145
Your Nimslo modified (UK) ... $63
Close-up attachments
6", 12", 30" dist's (ea) ..... $29
Opti-Lite flash ......................$29
Eveready case ....................$12
Teco 3-Viewer...................... $87
Add $3 shipping per order.
Calif. residents add 7314%sales tax.
MFD. BY:
TECHNICAL ENTERPRISES
1401 Bonnie Doone
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
Tel. 714-644-9500
800-903-TECO

October 7

(CAI

Riverside Camera Show & Sale, National
Guard Armory, Market & Fairmont, Riverside,
CA. Contact Anton at Bargain Camera Shows,
PO Box 5352, Santa Monica, CA 90409, 310578-7446.

October 7-8

(CAI

San Francisco Bay Area Camera Show, Scottish Rite Center, 1547 Lakeside Dr., Oakland,
CA. Contact Carney & Company, 231 Market
Place 8379, San Ramon, CA 94583,510-8281797.

October 7-8

(Tx)

The Camera Show of Ft. Worth, Amon G.
Carter Jr. Exhibit Hall. 3400 Crestline. Ft.
Worth, TX. Contact Donald Puckett, 1106 Graham Ave. 8206, Dallas, TX 75223.214-8241581.

October 8

(CAI

Santa Monica Camera Show & Sale, Santa
Monica Civic Auditorium. Contact Anton at
Bargain Camera Shows, PO Box 5352, Santa
Monica, CA 90409, 310-578-7446.

October 8

(co)

October 21

(sc)

South Carolina Photo Fair, Quality Hotel, 7136
Ashville Highway, Spartanburg, SC. Call Steve
Biggs, 704-377-3492, fax 331-9894.

October 21-22

(LA)

New Orleans Camera Show & Sale, Holiday
Inn, 6401 Veterans Blvd., Metaire, LA. Contact
Photorama USA, 2021 9 Mack Ave., Grosse
Pte. Woods, MI 48236, 313-884-2242.

October 22

(CAI

Burbank Camera Show and Sale, Aeronautical
District Lodge, 2600 W. Victory Blvd., Burbank, CA. Contact Anton at Bargain Camera
Shows, PO Box 5352, Santa Monica, CA
90409. 310-578-7446.

October 22

(NC)

Charlotte Area Photo Fair, Government House
Hotel, 1-277 at 4th St., Charlotte, NC. Call
Steve Biggs, 704-377-3492, fax 331-9894.

October 22

(NI)

October 22

(MA)

Boston Antique Photographic lmage Show,
Westford Regency, Westford, MA. Contact
Russell Norton, Box 1070, New Haven, CT
06504, 203-562-7800.

October 28-29

.

(MA)

Photographica '95, Hillcrest Exposition Center,
220 Bear Hill Road, Waltham, MA. Contact
Photographic Historical Society of New England, Box 189, West Newton, MA 02165,617965-0807.

November 19

(MA)

Fall NSAIISU STEREO NEW ENGLAND meeting, Cambridge, MA. Mini-Trade-Fair,
Show&Tell. Stereo ~roiection.("3-D Inside a
Grateful ~ e a dconckrt" by ~ranklinFlocks and
"Explorations of the Third Dimension" by Jon
Golden., For hours and location, contact
Stereo New England, c/o David Berenson, 32
Colwell Ave., Brighton, MA 02135, 617-2541565 eves. ga

New York City Camera Show, Park Inn, 4 4 0 ~ .
57th St., New York, NY. Contact NY City Camera Show, 25 Leary Ave., Bloomingdale, NJ
07403, 201 -838-4301.

Denver Colorado Camerama Show & Sale,
Holiday Inn Denver International Airport. Contact Richard Feirman, F&S Cameras, Box
17307, Colorado Springs, CO 80935, 719481 -4626.

October 8

(NJ)

Second Sunday Camera Show, Firemans Hall
Parrish Drive, Wayne, NJ. Contact Second
Sunday Camera Show, 25 Leary Ave., Bloomingdale, NJ 07403, 201-838-4301.

October 14

(FL)

Orlando Camera Show, Holiday Inn Orlando
Airport, Orlando, FL. Contact Nancy Green, PO
Box 11267, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33339, 305564-1 022.

October 14

(CA)

Culver City Monthly Camera Show & Sale,
Veterans Memorial Building, 4117 Overland
Ave., Culver City, CA. Contact Derek Borthwick
Show Prods., Box 1018, West Covina, CA
91 793, 818-91 3-4046.

October 15

(CAI

Buena Park Camera Expo, Sequoia Club, 7530
Orangethorpe Ave., Buena Park, CA. Call 714786-81 83.

October 15

(FL)

Melbourne Camera Show, Melbourne Beach
Hilton, Melbourne Beach, FL. Contact Nancy
Green, PO Box 11267, Fort Lauderdale, FL
33339, 305-564-1 022.

October 15

(NJ)

24th Annual Ocean County Camera Club Photo
Trade Show, Lakewood High School, East 7th
St. & Somerset Ave., Lakewood, NJ. Contact
Harold Kessler, 1195 Cecil Court, Lakewood,
NJ 08701,908-363-8099.

October 15

(vA)

DC Antique Photographic lmage Show, Rosslyn Westpark Hotel, 1900 N. Ft. Myer Dr.,
Arlington, VA. Contact Russell Norton, Box
1070, New Haven, CT 06504,203-562-8700.
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60 Hz STEREOSCOPIC v~deo mult~plexersw ~ t h
built-in glasses drivers for sale. Composite only,
$250. Component (Composite, S-video, Hi8,
YUV, RGB, or RGBS) $1,000. Some liquid crystal glasses available. EMail d.hunter@bix.com

KEYSTONE OAK CABINET for stereovlews, c.
1910. 12 drawers for 1200 vlews and 3 drawers
for storage of viewers, etc. $550. R.W. Patterson, 714 W. Washington St., Napoleon, OH
1419) 592-2836.
-

ANTIQUE PHOTOGRAPHY MAIL AUCTION. Hundreds of early vintage images. Daguerreotypes,
ambrotypes, tintypes, stereoviews, ephemera,
and paper photographs of many formats. $3 for
next illustrated catalog, or next 4 catalogs for
$10. Subscription includes Prices Realized
mailed out after sale. Don Ulrich, PO Box 183,
Wee~inoWater, NE 68463.
ARTHUR GIRLING'S "Stereo Drawing - A Theory
of 3-D Vision and Its Application to Stereo Drawing". 100 pages hardbound BY2 x 12. Stereo
photographers are finding that the book applies
equally to stereo photography and is a mine of
information on methods of making 3-D pictures
and viewing them. Written in non-technical language and profusely illustrated with B&W drawings as well as 11 pages of superb anaglyphs,
this book is a must for the serious stereoscopist.
Now available from NSA Book Service, 4201
Nagle Rd., Bryan, TX 77801. Price (including
postage) $19.00 USA, Canada. Overseas add
$2.00 surface, $4.00 air.
BRIGHTEN YOUR AC VIEWER with a 75Vl6W
bulb, $3.95 ea. Screw base halogen bulbs for DC
viewers; $5.95 ea., $50110. Also, adjustable regulated DC power supply, attaches to any viewer
for AC operation, supports all 2.5 V bulbs
(including halogen); $30. Contact G. Themelis,
10243 Echo Hill Dr., Brecksville, OH 44141.
CONTEMPORARY STEREO PHOTOGRAPHS with
archival prints, adhesives, mounts and sleeves.
Views include Asia, Oceania and the Middle East.
Send $2. for list. Photographic commissions
accepted. Solid Illusion Photography, 675 Crevier, St. Laurent, Quebec H4L 2V6, Canada.
JOHN WALDSMITH'S "Stereo Views, An Illustrated History and Price Guide" available signed
from the author, $22.95 softbound, add $2.95
postage and handling. Please note: the hardbound edition is sold out. Mastercard, VISA and
Discover accepted. John Waldsmith, 302
Granger Rd., Medina, OH 44256.

s part of thelir membership, NSA members
are offered f ree use of classified advertising. Members Inay use 100 words per year,
. . .
.
divided Into three ads with o maximum of
35 words per ad. Additional words and additional ads may be inserted at the rate of 200
per word. Please include payments with ads.
We cannot provide billings. Deadline is the
first day of the month preceding publication
date. Send ads to the National Stereoscopic
Association, PO. Box 1480 1, Columbus, OH
432 14, or call (4 19) 927, 2930. A rate sheet
lpon request
for display ads I
(Please send SA

A

-
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LAST FEW SETS of stereo cards, 22 cartoons
from 1986, standard format, BW, $5 postpaid.
Also afew of the last great 3-D Comic Book Ever,
Cadillacs & Dinosaurs, signed $10, postpaid.
Roger May, Box 1271, Grass Valley, CA 959451271.
MAINE PHOTOGRAPHICA BBS. Computer users!
Access a list of stereo views, View-Master, TruVue, CDVs, Daguerreotypes, ephemera, equipment, etc. available for immediate sale. Modem
207-582-0402,,,#22,#22,#22,#22Wed-Sun
l o a m - 9pm EST, David Spahr SYSOP.
MODEL 800 STERLING Deluxe 7-perf viewer,
Exc.+ in worn original box, $145; TDC Stereo
Colorist (I) camera, Exc., very clean in Exc. case,
$125. Please add UPS. Mark Willke, 200 SW
89th Ave.. Portland. OR 97225. (503) 297-7653.

VIEW-MASTER OVERSTOCK. Mark II cutters and
36" close-ups w ~ t hcase: $209 each! Harry
Poster, (201) 794-9606, Box 1883, So. Hack.,
NJ 07606, Fax (201) 794-9553. Buying 3-D!
(Paying $2,800+ for Macro Realist or Donaldson!)
VIEW-MASTER PERSONAL film cutter, Exc.+,
cuts good but film chips often need a nudge to
drop down the chutes, $225; 24" close-up
attachment, Mint- in Exc.+ leather case, in original box with original instructions, $275; 36"
close-up attachment, Mint- in Exc.+ leather case
with original instructions, $200; Flash unit, Exc.,
corner of shield cracked, $15; Model D viewer,
Exc.+ but missing logo on front, $85; Personal
film duster brush, Exc., $5. Please add UPS.
Mark Willke, 200 SW 89th Ave., Portland, OR
97225. (503) 297-7653.

1867 C.E.WATKINS Colurnb~aGorge Stereo V~ews
or non-stereo photos. Tracy Brown, (503) 2921819.

RBT STEREO MOUNTS: easy to use and re-use.
plastic snap-together, five sizes, SASE for infosample to: Jon Golden, 16 Roundwood Road,
Newton, MA 02164 or leave address on machine
617-332-5460, JgoldenrrpAOL.com

3-D SLIDES of famous golf holes such as Augusta, Pebble Beach, Pine Valley, etc. If used, will
pay $50 for duplicate. The Added Dimension
Inc., PO Box 15325, Clearwater, FL 34629.

SELLING MY 3-D COLLECTION. Views, viewers,
reels, comics, slides, VM projector, cameras,
book and girlie stuff. No shipping. Come, see,
buy and take home. Leslie Feagan, NYC (212)
795-6505.

ALL STEREO VIEWS of Upton, and West Uptonm
Massachusetts. Interiors highly desirable. Upton
photographers included Z.B. Grandy and S.T.
Davenport and Son. Joe Lurie, PO Box 1158,
Upton, MA 01568, (508) 529-3719 tel. +fax.

STEREO REALIST Model 82 Stereo Projector uses 2-1000 Watt lamps! Modified with TDC
Slide carrier. VG condition. Proceeds all go to
Stereo Club of Southern California. $1,800.OBO.
David Kuntz, Treasurer, (310) 377-5393. Fax
(310) 377-4362.

ALASKA, KLONDIKE stereos especially Muybridge, Maynard, Brodeck, Haynes, Mclntire. L.
Hensel, Masterson of Pennsylvania, New York.
Also buying any old Alaska photographs, books,
post cards, ephemera, souvenirs, etc. Wood,
Box 22165, Juneau, AK 99802 phlfax (907) 7898450.

STEREO VIEW CARDS - Private collection U.S. &
Foreign. Dolores Hendrickson, 2650 West 223rd
St., Bucyrus, KS 66013, (913) 964-3360.
STEREO WORLD MAGS: Issues 19-1 through 216 plus 8 pre-1990 issues. Also 10 issues of
Stereoscopy. All 36 issues for $50. Tom, (610)
929-0540.
STEREOSCOPIC RANGE ESTIMATOR - Naval Aviation Training Division. Complete 100 reel boxed
set, p. 257, Waldsmith. Box in good condition,
but taped. Viewers & reels excellent. Best bid 30
days after publication. Right to refuse all bids.
Owen Enterprises, Box 31644, Omaha, NE
68132.
VIEW-MASTER 3-Reel Sets. Alaska, Hawaii, Birth
of Jesus, Easter Story, Noah's Ark, Heidi, Pennsylvania Dutch, Switzerland, Sweden and many
more. Christian & Scenic Publications, 4485 N.
39 Rd., Manton, MI 49663, (61 6) 824-6061.

-

AMERICA'S CUP -wanted to beg, borrow, buy or
steal (not really) stereo views of the various
America's Cup Defenders & Challengers, etc.
Larry Rochette, 169 Woodland Dr., Marlborough, MA 01752, (508) 481-3204 evenings.
ANY MEMBER who has solved the enigma of the
Kodak camera's depth of field scale! I'm at wits
end. Please write. Gil Van Horn, PO Box 207,
Llano, CA 93544.
ARIZONA TERRITORY. All pre-1920 stereo views,
post cards, images, documents of Arizona stage
stations, stage coaches, Cochise County towns
including Cochise Dragoon, Tombstone, Willcoxy, Pearce, Bisbee. Send price and copy to:
Brad Smith, Box 1093, Cochise, AZ 85606.
AUSTRALIAN VIEWS and 1950s 3-D comics for
cash or trade. No Keystone, U&U, Kilburns. All
letters answered. W. Smythe, 258 Cumberland
Rd., Auburn, NSW 2144 Australia.

BUYING STEREO SLIDE VIEWERS. Any model,
any condition. Paying top prlces. Examples:
Realist DC $85., Realist ACIKodaslide 11 $120.
Also: RevereNVollensak,TDC, V-M, Brumberger,
and more. Contact: G. Themelis, 10243 Echo Hill
Dr., Brecksville, OH 44141, phonelfax (216) 8384752.
COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL: 19th Century
images (cased, stereo, Cdv, cabinet & large
paper) Bill Lee, 8658 Galdiator Way, Sandy, UT
84094. Specialties: Western, Locomotives, Photographers, Indians, Mining, J. Carbutt, Expeditions, Ships, Utah and occupational
COLORADO TRAIN stereo views, cabinets, cdv,
glass negatives, large views. Specialties: Locomotives, trains, stage coaches, expeditions.
David S. Digerness, 4953 Perry St., Denver, CO
80212, (303) 455-3946.
COPIES OF STEREO VlEWS by D.S. Mitchell for
upcoming book. May be marked Mitchell,
McGowen & Co. of Omaha, Nebraska or Howard
of Omaha or Fort Sanders, Wyoming. Includes
mining views of Black Hills, Indian Chiefs, and
military posts. Will give your collection credit if
used in publication! Ephriam Dickson, 4310
Wildacres. Houston, TX 77072.
FERRIS WHEEL stereo views, photographs, post
cards wanted. Also would appreciate photocopies for research purposes; photocopying,
postage reimbursed. Norman Anderson, PO Box
3321 1, Raleigh, NC 27636, (919) 787-6926.
FLORIDA STEREOS of historical value, especially
Tallahassee, Tampa and Gainsville: Price and
describe or send on approval; highest prices
paid for pre-1890 views. No St. Augustine. Hendrickson, PO Box 21 153, Kennedy Space Center,
FL 32815.
GERMANY STEREO VIEWS, single views or
boxed sets (towns, villages, scenery, markets,
people). Also interested in correspondence and
exchange with "Germany collectors". Please
send xerox, list or descriptions. Klaus Kemper,
Kommerscheidterstr 146, D-52385 Nideggen,
Germany.
GREECE, Bermuda, Bahamas, Hong Kong, Singapore, Pacific Islands. Stereo views, old post
cards, photos. Serious buyer. J.F.R. Martin, C/O
Foreign and Commonwealth Office (Lilongwe),
King Charles Street, London SWI 2AH, England.
HARDHAT DIVING WANTED! Stereo views, CDVs,
Cabinet Cards, Albumen prints, R.P. post cards,
glass negatives, daguerreotypes, ambrotypes,
tintypes, etc, Also underwater photographs, diving helmets, pumps, shoes, etc. Gary Pilecki,
617 Guaymas Court, San Ramon, CA 94583,
(510) 866-0848.
HARPER'S FERRY STEREO VIEWS, including
some curved mounts, for NSA article and collection; and other West Virginia stereo views and
better photos. Tom Prall, PO Box 155, Weston,
WV 26452.

I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS! Stereoviews,
cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post
cards, albums and photographs taken before
1920. Also interested in Xeroxes of Arizona
stereographs and photos for research. Will pay
postage and copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2331 E.
Del Rio Dr., Tempe, AZ 85282.

I COLLECT VlEWS OF SAN DIEGO. Cal~forn~a
~n
Realist or View-Master format! Contact Dave
Weiner, PO Box 12193, La Jolla, CA 92039.
INFO on S.D. photographers for publication of
photo history. Need Dakota, So. Dakota images.
Any format. Write - Robert Kolbe, 1301 S.
Duluth, Sioux Falls, SD 57105.
INFORMATION wanted on early history of Briguiere, France. Any listings available for their 45 X
107 slides (12 per box)? Please reply in English
or French. Hans Middendorp, Danish Embassy,
G.P.O. Box 2056, Dhaka, Bangladesh.
JOHN H. FOUCH. Top prices paid for any photo by
Fouch. Trade if desired. Xerox copies needed for
research. Jim Brust, 1907 Rapallo Place, San
Pedro, CA 90732.
MARYLAND, Chesapeake Bay, C&O Canal, particularly EM Recher and Bishop Bros. Also
Calumet, Houghton, Lake Linden, Laurium, Red
Jacket (Michigan) and Dayton, Spring City,
Union City (Tennessee). Also Spain. Flat stereos,
other formats. Send photocopies with pricelcondition. Bruce Lancaster, 3565 Hamlet PI., Chevy
Chase. MD 20815. (301) 71 8-1875.
MUYBRIDGE VlEWS - Top prices paid. Also
Michigan and Mining - the 3Ms. Many views
available for trade. Leonard Walle, 47530 Edinborough Lane, Novi. MI 48374.
NOVELVIEW viewers, films, and advertising. Contact: Tom Martin, 2510 Douglas Dr. N., Golden
Vallev. MN 55422-3362. (61 2) 591-9453.
OLD U.S. MINT, U.S. Treasury stereo views! Highest prices paid for stereo views I need of U.S.
Mint, coining operations, paper money engraving & printing operations, U.S. Mint interiors,
exteriors from Philadelphia, San Francisco, New
Orleans, Denver, Carson City, NV, Dahlonega,
GA, Charlotte, NC, mints, plus U.S. Treasury &
Bureau of Engraving & Printing operations,
Washington, DC. Please mail or FAX photocopy,
with price and condition noted. I'll reply within
48 hours. Attn Dave Sundman, c/o Littleton Coin
Co., 253 Union St., Littleton, NH FAX 603-4442101. ( e d 1945).
PARK CITY, UTAH wanted! I collect stereo views,
photos, post cards, stock certificates, trade
tokens from Park City. Thank You! Linda
Roberts, 1088 East Rubio St., Altadena, CA
91001.

STEREO DAGUERREOTYPES: all k~nds, all
nations & subjects. Any condition. Ken Appollo,
PO Box 241, Rhlnecllff, NY 12574, (914) 8765232.
STEREO REALIST 1525 Accessory Lens Kit for
Macro Stereo Camera; Realist 2066 Gold Button
Viewer; Realist 6-drawer stereo slide cabinet in
Exc.+ or better condition (must contain Realist
logo); Baja 8-drawer stereo slide cabinet with
plastic drawers marked "Versafile". Mark Willke,
200 SW 89th Ave., Portland, OR 97225. (503)
297-7653.
STEREO VlEWS of ocean liners. Also Fall River
Line. Any format. Philip Baskin, 39 McCormick
Rd., Newport, RI 02840, (401) 849-0527.
STEREO VlEWS of Scranton, PA or Carbondale,
PA, especially street views or any showing
streetcars. Charles Wrobleski, 206 Green St.,
Clarks Green, PA 18411.
STEREO VlEWS of Sing Sing Prison, FBI wanted
posters - Cigar Box Labels - Bill Strieder, Box
100, Stormville, NY 12582.
TRU-VUE filmstrips: Pre-1939 versions of Hollywood, Rockefeller Center, Los Angeles, Backstage, or any rare films or advertising material.
For Trade: Deluxe "lighted" TRU-VUE viewer with
high-quality "doublet" lenses, Sally Rand Fan
Dance, New York's Chinatown. 251 Mother
Goose, Cinderella 1, 2 (Cartoon Version). Chris
Perry, 7470 Church St. #A, Yucca Valley, CA
92284, (619) 365-0475.
VALLEY FORGE, PA, Woodlands Cemetery, Phila.,
Stereo views for research. Ray Holstein, 112
Shawnee Rd., Ardmore, PA 19003, (610) 6494214.
WILD WEST WANTED! Buffalo Bill, Annie Oakley,
Indians, Cowboys, outlaws, lawmen. Wild West
Show performers. Western town views. Stereos,
cabinets, CDVs, large photos. Please send xerox
copy and price, serious buyer. Art Sowin, 8436
Samra Dr., West Hills, CA 91304, (818) 3462171. W

BAY VIEW C O M P A N Y
P. 0. BOX 689,SACO,MAINE 04072
TELiFAX 207.283.0074

SCHREIBER & SONS - Descendant seeks any 3-D
or 2-D work, either originals or copies, also
advertising or historical data regarding these
Philadelphia photographers. Jeffery Prichard,
755 W. Lancaster Ave., Strafford, PA 19087.
SINGLE VIEW: Keystone 600 set TOUR OF THE
WORLD. Need view #140, which I believe is of
the Chicago Union Stock Yards? It has the longitude and latitude on the text side of the card.
James E. Stein, 829 Tice Place, Westfield, NJ
07090-2626. (908) 233-5616.
SINGLE VIEWS, or complete sets of "Longfellow's
Wayside Inn" done by D. C. Osborn, Artist, Assabet, Mass., Lawrence M. Rochette, 169 Woodland Drive. Marlborough, MA 01752.
SLIDE CHANGER for 716A deluxe Proiector; the
one I have is broken but repairable. Also wanted:
to trade Realist format nudes, one for one. Roger
May, Box 1271, Grass Valley, CA 95945-1271.

AUCTION
Oct. 28,1995
includes

3,-

STEREOVlEW CARDS

s o r t e d i n t o 5 0 lots b y s u b j e c t
SASE for descriptive list &bidder Information

Stereoviews Illustrated
Vol. 1 5 0 Early American
full size, full stereo
killer quality duotones
see Stereoworld Vol. 22 #2
$20 postpaid worldwide

,

Russell Norton. P.O. Box 1070. New Haven. CT M504
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A New 3-2) Pu6ficatimf;-mn
Cygnus Graphic!!!

Fall 1995-Summer 1996
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We're pleased to announce the publication of this new dual-language EnglishlGerman
book containing some of the superb 3-D SEM images produced by Dee Breger of the
PUBLICATIONS & PRODUCTS
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia University. Just some of its features:
b&g,prepare4tdwilLb
30 3-D redlblue anaglyph SEM images, varied from common housemniLedthbS+l
hold items to scientific subjects, magnifications from 24x to 10,40Ox!
30 2-D half-size duotones of the same images: see the difference 3-D makes!
You'll find a wide variety of 3-D items in it:
Supplemental interesting text about microscopes and using an SEM!
books (technical and photolartistic), posters,
All
text, English and German, is written so the book can be enjoyed by
viewers, 3-D doodads, and a number of new
items that have just become available!
non-scientists and scientists and by both younger readers and adults alike!
Order your copy today by sending:
Wire-bound with wrap-around cover ("Swiss Brochure") that lies flat!
FOR THE U.S.A. 8 CANADA:
Each copy comes with two of our giant redlblue Maxi-Viewers!
$3.00 ~ r International
4
Reply Coupons
FOR ALL OTHER NATIONS:
ITEM NO. 370E: Through The Electronic Looking Glass $19.95
$4.00 ~ r International
6
Reply Coupons
(metnational ~ s p ( ycoupons am anllable at most post OWS)

$19.95

ITEM NO. 370G: Streifzug Durch Den Mikrokosmos

Either of these amounts is partially Or wholly U N ~ Sept.
L 30,1995: POSTPAID (BO& Rate) to U.S. md Canada (sdd $2.00 an. copy fw Airmail); a11a ~ e ~r t i w
add $2.00 ea. for ~ o o kRate Sfc.; Airmail: ea. cow add 54.00 West. Hem., 56.00 Eump. 59.00 Asia 8 Pac. Rim.
refundable with your future order!
AFTER Sept. 30, 1995: add $2.00 ea. for Book Rate to U.S. 8 Canada. $4.00 ea. for Airmail; all other nations add
$3.00 ea. for Book Rate Sfc., Airmail ea. copy add 56.00 West. Hem., $6.00 Ewope, $10.00Asia 8 Pac. Rim.

CYGNUS

2 GRAPHIC

P.0. Box 32461

Phoenix, AZ 85064-2461

U.S.A.

21 x 16
NIMSLO or
REALIST
ULTRA
CLOSE-UP

STEREO CAMERAS
PROJECTOR5 AND ACCESSORIE5
PLASTIC STEREO MOUNTS
"NOW AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY"
Reuseable, snap-together. projectable, precision design, glassless or one-sided AntiNewton glass design. For information,
leave your address on service a t 617-3325460 or E-mail: jgoldenrrp@aol.com
or SASE to:

3-D Concepts By Jon Golden
16 Roundwood Road
Newton, MA 02164
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23 x 21
REALIST
NORMAL

23 x 28

EUROPEAN

23 x 31.5
WIDE

23 x 33

FULL-FRAME

:
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......for an exhibition of stereo photographs at the
View~ointGallerv in Sacramento, CA
May and June, 1996.
If you are interested in exhibiting your images,
call o r write David Lee as soon as possible for more information.
3766 Hardin Way, Soquel, CA (408) 476-0702

Large Format Stereo Viewer

Hyper- View
The Large Format Stereo Viewer was designed to provide the highest quality stereo
image. It utilizes mirrors to view prints or transparencies what are 8 to 10 inches wide.
It is available from David Lee for $125 (plus $5 for shipping and tax for California
residents). Call or write for further information.
David Lee

Michael Isenberg

3766 Hardin Way
Soquel, C A
(408) 476-0702

155 Highland Ave.
Newark, NY 14513
(315) 331-4365

IMPORTANT PRODUCT NOTICE!

The die used to make the No. 2322 Normal "Realistv mask is
now retired. There is a small inventory left, and NO MORE
NORMAL MASKS WITH THE SELF-ALIGNING FEATURE WILL EVER BE MADE
AGAIN! To liquidate remaining inventory here's a very
special blowout offer: 100 No. 2322 masks and 100 No. 3400
frames combination-priced for only $23.95, plus shipping.
(You save $12.00) VISA and Mastercard accepted. Call in
orders or write for a flyer-but hurry, quantities are
limited.
Avallable exclusively from the manufacturer:

S & D ENTERPRISES
40604 N KENOSHA RD
ZION IL 60099-9341
(708) 731-EMDE
3633
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AUCTIONS

(since 1981)

John Saddy
50 Foxborough Grove
London, Ontario N6J 3C3
CANADA
Main Phone Line (519) 641-4431
Personal Fax Line (519) 641-2899

CONSTGNMENTS WELCOME FROM ANYWIMEll%EO N IEAIRTIN[
TERMS FOR CONSIGNMENT
EACH LOT IS CHARGED ITS INDIVIDUAL COMMISSION DEPENDING ON ITS REALIZED PRICE.
If lot realizes up to $40................................30%
If lot realizes $41.OO to $200.00..................25%
If lot realizes $201.OO to $500.00................20%
If lot realizes $50 1.OO or more .....................15%

"I SPECIALIZE IN
CONSIGNMENTS"

(Etc.) These auctions include STEREO CARDS Ranging in price from bulk
fine View-Master, strong in both lots at 25 cents per card, to single-card lots at hundreds
U.S.A. and Belgium-made reels, packets, etc. I'll of dollars per card. I also handle viewers, Richard
handle any 3-D format including Tru-Vue films and glass views, full-size glass views, tissues, cased
cards, Meopta reels & Realist format slides. I also images, boxed sets, and more (from 1850s to 1930s).
handle cameras and other equipment.
I

Sir David Brewster
and his invention

Mark Twain

j A
r

Packet #A 571

Packet #B 486

i

m,,

'

gu*

Contact me to get on my mailing list (No Charge). Please specify if your interest is Stereo Cards, ViewMaster, or both.

THE ADDED DIMENSION, INC

HAN
LOR
Now there are 3-0 cardboard viewers that can be painted, decorated, assembled and mailed to show reproduction of your stereo views. There are two versions. Both versions view the European format of 6 x 13 cm and
the American 2.5" x 5". For inexpensive reproductions simply make 71% whole card reductions of 3.5" x 7"
Holmes-Bates cards.

EH 71-A
Cut from 14-point Bristol board, this viewer is shipped as an unprinted flat in
order to receive your appliques, printing, stampings, or other custom art work.
It's then easily assembled with double face tape, staples or your favorite glue.
The EH 71-Afeatures a self-erecting lateral septum piece (like that in a standard
stereoscope). Fold-up sides lock the erect viewer into a rigid trapezoidal cross
section. Its stage can be cut away for use as a 6 x 13 transparency viewer or a
page-poised"book" viewer.

QUANTllY

PRICE

1 to 10
11 to 50
Over 50

$2.50 Each
$2.00 Each
Call for Quote

1 to 10
11 to 50
Over 50

$3.00 Each
$2.25 Each
Call for Quote

1 to 10
11 to 50
Over 50

$3.95
$3.00
Call for Quote

1 to 10
11 to 50
Over 50

$.SO
$.35
Call for Quote

EH 71-B
This viewer differs from the "EH 71-A" version in being pre-printed, assembled,
without sides, and having a fold-up longitudinal (separator style) septum that
locks the viewer erect.

HAND-HELD LORGNETTE
The Added Dimension lorgnette (the one with the popular flip-up brow rest feature) now has even better optical quality. Its 10" focal length and prism power
can accommodate stereo pairs up to 4 inches wide (8"total, any height).

TEMPLES
These flexible, snap-on temples have a 4-position adjustment for comfort. They
convert our lorgnette into a pair of 3-D viewing glasses, which frees your hands
to hold a book or magazine and turn the pages. With its temples and flip-up brow
rest, our lorgnette can be worn with or without your normal reading glasses.

Minimum Order $5.00. Add $3.00 for Shipping and Handling.Orders $5.00 and above, add $2.00 for Shipping and Handling. Check or Money Order only. No Credit Cards

PO Box 15325

.

THE ADDED DIMENSION, INC.
Clearwater, Florida 34629 (81 3 ) 781 -6220

THE M A G A Z I N E OF
3-DIMENSIONAL /MACING,
PAST & PRESENT

A PuMk.tion d

........................................................................................................................................................
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outhern Wisconsin family and homestead by Andrew L. Dahl. This was one
of the Dahl views of the state's early settlers assembled by Tim and Karen
White for their captivating Stereo Theater show "Through the Stereoscope in
Southern Wisconsin" at the Atlanta International 3-0 Festival. Our extensive
coverage begins on page 6.

NATlONAL
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ASSOCIATION, INC.

